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MARCH 1985

IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE

'Quality Assu,.ance' 'l'lIelfle
fo,.lhVex Lectu,.e
"WHO ASSURES Quality",
the title ofthe introductory article in our Guest Writer series
which begins this month with a
contribution from Sean Mulcahy, is particularly apprope in that it raises an issue
illch will be the main subject
of the forthcoming IhVex
Lecture.
The principal speaker will be
Brian Moss, Managing Director, NuAire Ltd, who is the acknowledged expert on Quality
Assurance.

The organisers have chosen
the single lecture format, to be
followed by a discussion, rather
than an all-day seminar which
people simply haven't got the
time for nowadays.
uality Assurance - and
who uarantees it - is fastbecomin~ ''vogue'' topic but
this in no way iliminishes its
relevance or importance. In
fact, it is essential that all
involved in the services disciplines designers, consultants, contractors - fully

Arrow

C.Eng. Status
for CIBS

v NOG

appreciate their responsibilities
in the light of present work
practices.
For those of you unaware of
this new-emerging "science"
see Guest Writer on page 20.
• Note especially the enclosed
insert which gives further
details on the lecture and also
contains a booking slip. Admission is free but numbers are
limited.
Please
respond
immediately to guarantee
participation.

VENLO APPOINT
MODERN PLANT
MODERN PLANT Ltd have
been appointed exclusive distributor for the range of Venlo
Sanitair brassware.
Modem
plant
have
recognised the need for a
quality range of brassware,
competitively-priced.
The
name Venlo has for many years
been synonymous with quality
and advanced technology in
domestic,
institutional,
bathroom
and
kitchen
equipment.
The Venlo range, including
basins taps, bath taps, kitchen
mixers, bidet sets, etc, is now
available ex-stock Dublin, and
Tramore Road, Cork.

IT WAS announced in London
late last month that the privy
council had accepted the
amendments made to the
'Institution Charter.
This will permit the Institution become a nominating body
and accreditation of the
engineeripg council is now
expected within a matter of
months.
This development is of major
significance as it now seems
likely that CIBS members will
be eligible for C. Eng status.

WITH THE row between
Arrow Heating & Air Conditioning Ltd and New Dublin
Gas still unresolved, Irish H & V
News will refrain from comenting on this particular matuntil a positive and fmal
urt ruling has been made.
Nonetheless, it is fair to say
that the whole concept behind
the gas company's appointment of a list of approved contractors has caused difficulties
since its inception.
The Heating & Plumbing
Contractors Association which is affiliated to the CIF feels it has sufficient grounds
for complaint and has therefore
made a number of official repAS AND FROM 1 February
resentations on the issue to both
lames Gleeson & Co are the
New Dublin Gas and the CIF.
This month's "Face to Face" officially-appointed agents for
delves further
into the the full range of Hartley & SugAssociation's grievances. See den equipment.
This extensive product
page 12.
• Following a number of collection covers a wide variety
including
'withdrawals' concerning con- of applications
tractors on New Dublin Gas's situations requiring cast-iron
approved
panel,
further boilers for hot water - either
appointments to the list are oil, gas or solid fuel fired; and
expected shortly. These had not the full range of steel boilers for
been released as we want to hot water or steam, again firing to1985
oil, gas and solid fuel.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin,
press.

J Gleeson Gets
Hartley & Sugden

• Frank Cruess-CalUlghan. managing director ofWaterford Foundry Ltd
1
speaking at the /Qunch ofthe StanJey Super Star. See page 4.
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Armaflex, the top-quality elastometric insulation with a Class"
Certificate, the highest po~si~le fire pro~ection rating, is sure
to increase sales and profits In the coming months.

In Ireland,the biggest
seller of Armaflex, is
Service Merchants,
the company that houses
the international brand
leaders.

SERVICE M ERCHANTS LTD.,
HEATOVENT HOUSE, MOUNT ARGUS ROAD, HAROLDS CROSS, DUBLIN 6.
TEL. 975562 TELEX 25672
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
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NEWSDESK:
Armitage Shanks - Back from the
Brink; Three-in-One at Hevac '86;
New Quality Standards for Irish
Industry; Stanley Superstar Launch;
Thermo King Increase Workforce;
London Hevac Show Gets a Gold
Star; EMA Travelling Seminars; Colt
Page 2
First Again; CIBS News.
ANOTHER SIDE OF ...
This popular feature returns again
is month with a look at the "off the
eld" activities of Michael Buckley.
Now it's commonly known that he's a
great sailing man but do you know
what his other consuming passion
is?
Page 11

ULSTER NEWS:
CHP Grants; Thermomax Orders;
Honours List; Heat Capsules; .Master
Plumbers; Nu Brick Supplies; Burns
Supper Dance; Glen Acquisition;
Page 14
Pace/Selkirk.

"Guest Writer', which allows
individuals express their own
personal viewpoint on a subject of
their choice. "Who Assures Quality"
is the theme of Mr Mulcahy's
Page 20
article.

IhVex '85 UPDATE:
Latest news from the organisers is of
an unprecedented demand for stand
space and tickets - both to the
show itself and for the IhVex Lecture
Page 16
on "Quality Assurance".

BROOKS THOMAS
CELEBRATIONS:
With 1985 being the 150th year in
business of the Brooks Thomas
Group, a number of celebratory
events are planned for the coming
months. Pride of place will go to the
huge exhibition they've organised for
later this month which will have over
Page 22
50 major exhibitors.

NEW PRODUCTS/LITERATURE:
Ceramic Shower Trays; Ceiling SplitType Heat Pumps; Ventilation Made
Easy; Dataterm Optimizer; Liquid
Storage Tanks; Combating
Hydrostatic Shock; Heat Exchanger;
Heating Aqueous Solutions;
Weatherite's Corporate Brochure;
Controllers and Detector; Total
Control; Thermostatic Valves;
Page 17
Electronic Thermostat.

GUEST
WRITER:

facia

HOSPITALS SEMINAR:
A report on the highly-successful
hospital building services seminar,
'plus exhibition, organised by the
CIBS at the IMllast month. Page 22
PRODUCT REVIEW - PUMPS:
Tower of Babel Built by Pump
Page 23
Engineers?
PLUMBLINES:
Take a bow Michael Egan... Terry
Williers Classic... Frank CruessCallaghan and Selina Scott... How
to really save energy.
Page 32

face

•••••••••••••••••••••
With contracting so much in the
news these past few months in one
respect or another, Irish H & V News
thought it appropriate to talk to the
HPCA - the CIF-affiliated body
which is fast emerging as the "voice
/'"
'/'
of the independent
The well-known Sean Mulcahy
ontractor".
Page 12 introduces our new series, entitled
~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:;.

~~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~

i~i

Reconair Group celebrates 10 years • •• enclosed supplement

il

~~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~;:~::~

~~:~:~:~~:~:~~:~:~:~:~~:~;~:~~~:~;~:~;~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~~
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11
building merchants in the 32
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Three~in-One

at Hevac '86
INDUSTRIAL AND Trade
Fairs Ltd, the organisers of
the long-established and
successful series of
International Hevac
exhibitions, promise
something really special for
the next event (I 1-15 May
1986, National Exhibition
Centre, Birmingham) - three
shows in one.
International Hevac '86 will
incorporate Domestic Heating
and Plumbing Fair, Hevac
Building Services Exhibition
and Refrigeration '86, thus
presenting a broader product
scope than ever before and
covering practically all
industrial, commercial and
domestic heating, ventilating,
air-conditioning, refrigeration,
conservation, plumbing and
engineering applications.
Another fIrst for the 1986
event will be the Sunday opening. Exhibition Director Eric
Gosden comments "For the
frrst time, International Hevac
will open its doors on Sunday
allowing more overseas
visitors to benefIt from
cheaper weekend flights and
for installers and smaller companies to attend without biting
into their weekday schedules."

New Quality
Standard for
Irish Industry

Building Services Engineering, Vol. 24 [1985], Iss. 3, Art. 1

Armitage Shanks Back from the Brink
,.---,---::::.-------------

1

~!-imnKavanag~. TD (ce~)Mi~ter/~rt~eEnviro1l11rent at theArmitage Shanks/actoryinArklow to commis-

~n t~e recentlY-I~./iring ~n. He IS PICtured here on a tour 0/the/actory with Michael Egan Mt} Manag-

mg Director. Armuage Shanlis In lreklnd and Len Clarl«!. Group Managing Director.

THE TURNAROUND of an
Irish factory from near
closure two years ago to the
healthy position of now
providing secure, full-time
employment for 100 people
was celebrated at a special
function in Arklow recently.
For the occasion, Liam
Kavanagh, TD, Minister for
the Environment, was at the
Armitage Shanks factory in
Arklow to commission a
recently installed high-tech
frring kiln. The kiln - part of
a £500,000 upgrading and
investment programme
undertaken by Armitage
Shanks, is part of a recovery
and consolidation programme
which has been underway at
the factory over the past two
years.
Armitage Shanks (Ireland)

THE MINISTER for
Industry, Trade, Commerce
and Tourism, John Bruton
TD announced in Dublin last
w~k that an important new
Irish Standard has been
published to support the
development of quality
systems in small Irish
companies.
The Standard, IS 300 Quality System Management
- was prepared by I1RS and
the Irish Quality Control
Association in conjunction
with industry interests. The
objective of the new Standard
is to set down the needs of
small industries and subelements which apply at every
contract companies as
identilled in the Governmenr
stage of a company's
White Paper on industrial
operation right through to
customer satisfaction.
policy.
Announcing the new StanIn future, grants from
dard the Minister also said he
Government agencies such as
has agreed to the separation
IDA, SFADCo., and err
will depend on a company's
of the Standards work of I1RS
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
effective quality control. The
from its other technical sernew10.21427/D74Q46
Standard explains the
vices. This will now be the resDOI:
2
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~td is the ~nly p~oducer of
vltr~us china.toilet and

sarutary ware m Ireland. The
established in
Ireland wIth IDA support in
1967, i~ a subsidiary company
of Ar~tage Sh~nks Group
UK WIth the ultImate parent
being the Blue Circle Group.
Two years ago the
prospects for the frrm in
Ireland. seemed grim.
RecesslOnary factors, high
production costs, severe
competitive selling prices and
the downturn in the construction ind.~stT>:' with resulting
stock-piling m Arklow and a
degree of dumping of excess
production by UK and Continental producers, brought
about a four-month closure at
the factory.
The crisis for the Irish

operation was partly resolved
when Armitage Shanks Group
UK stepped in to assist the
rescue of the plant in Arklow.
An investment programme
with IDA grant support got
underway, production was
rationalised to ten product
lines and fIve colours and the
UK parent company agreed
to absorb excess production
capacity in Arklow into its
UK production operations.
This presently accounts for
approximately 40% of
Arklow production.
Michael Egan, Managing
Director of Armitage Shanks
(Ireland) said: "The consolidation programme has been successful The Arklow operation
now has a chance of successfully competing in the
marketplace as a result of a ~

ponsibility of the National
Standards Authority of
Ireland, an autonomous subcommittee of the IIRS board.
It will comprise board
members of IIRS and NSAI
as well as Government,
industry and consumer
representatives. The
Chairman of the new

Authority is John A Murphy,
a member of the IIRS board
since September 1982.
The National Standard
Authority will be responsible
for developing the functions of
Standards publication,
product certifIcation and
accreditation of test
laboratories.
4

company~
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25% improvement in productivity; reduced prod~ction
costs and an overall unprovement in general efficiency".
He also called for greater
support from builders' providers, architects an~ local
authorities in the active
promotion of Irish-made
products. "The prospects of
the Arklow operation could be
significantly enhanced by such
a commitment", he said, "and
since the Irish market is
relatively small, we are
confident that the purchasing
power in the market will
recognise and respond to the
long-term commitment of
Armitage Shanks in Ireland".

Stanley
Superstar
Launch
SELINA SCOTI, star of
BBC's Breakfast Time, on her
first visit to Ireland and
undertaking her first major
launch, recently unveiled the
new Stanley solid fuel, castiron cooker - the Stanley
Super Star - at a luncheon in
Dublin.
.
The Stanley Super Star IS
the latest addition to the
Stanley range of cast-iron
solid fuel cookers. It is the
result of two years research
and development at the
foundry and is the first cooker
on the market to conform to
the new Irish Standard. It
provides extra high boiler
output - up to 60,000 .BTUs.
It has two ovens, one with a
double glaze door, and ~ront.
loading - innovations ill this
new model.
Frank Cruess-Callaghan,
Managing Director,
.
Waterford Foundry Ltd, ill
welcoming Selina Scott, paid
tribute to the help and
encouragement the new
company has received from.
State agencies and from thelf
bankers, Guinness and
Mahon. He welcomed the
decision of the Minister for
Industry, Trade, Commerce
and Tourism to adopt the
Irish Standard for solid fuel
cookers written by the llRS
but expressed disappointment
that the Minister did not see
his way to making this
Standard mandatory.

New MD
at J&S

AFTER OVER 20 years' service to Johnson & Starley Ltd,
Hal Roake, one of the best
known men in the gas
industry is retiring as
Managing Director of the UK
warm air specialists. He is
succeeded by lan Roberts,
former Managing Director
Balmforth Warm Air Ltd
whi(fh was merged with J&S
last year.
Hal Roake will remain on
the Board of J&S where he
has long been the driving
force and which is now part of

• Ian Roberts, Johnson & Starley.

the Bullough Group of
Companies.
lan Roberts takes over the
top job at a time when J&S
are dominant in gas-flfed
warm air central heating and
have moved in recent years
into water heating and space
heating for industrial and
commerical premises.

Reconair
FOLWWING extensive
market analysis Reconair
Manufacturing Ltd recently .
identified a positive demand ill
both the air conditioning and
refrigeration wholesaler/
distributor sectors for an
Irish-manufactured range of
condensing units.
Hence the company's
newly-introduced range of
condensing units intended to
compete with existing market
leader products on an .
import substitution baSIS.
Distributors and
wholesalers are currently
being appointed and those
interested are invited to
contact Brendan Carroll at
the company's Cool<;>ck
headquarters immediately.
Full warrantees and suppo
facilities are of course
provided while it is anticipated
that prices, delivery sc~edules
and terms of trading will
result in a strong market b~se
for Irish produced condensillg
units of refrigeration
applications.
All units are manufactured
to the highest European .
Standards in terms of quality,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - =~

• At thepresentatWn oftheRoya/Dublin Society's ASTRA A wardsfor co-operatWn between a com-

BRIEFLY
mercial enterprise and a third level edUCQtWnal institutWn to Mafion & McPhillips (Water Trea~
• FITZSIMONS Insulations
ment) Ltd, and the Department of Civil Engineering at University College, Dublin for ~
Ltd, Unit 55 Baldoyle
Anaerobic Digester which produces methane K~ ..frOm industrial wastewater. wt;re:.Mr
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
McPhillips
Founder-Director, Mahon & McPhiJlips; Dr Arthur Hughes, A4judicatton Panel.
Industrial Estate, Dublin, have
DOI:
10.21427/D74Q46
ASTRA A~ards; and Professor Thomas Casey, Department ofCivil Engineering, UCD.
been appointed distributors by
Moy Insulation.
4
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Save them

spending pounds
where tbeysbould be
spending pennies

--J

--c

Implementation of the new water bye-laws concerning urinals that
are flushed automatically can reduce water wastage dramatically
And, where the supply is metered, installing the correct control valve
saves a fortune on water bills too.
The bye-laws refer both to the frequency of flushing and to
periods within which no flushing should occur.
So it's good to know that there's one outstandingly effective
method of dealing with their requirements: Cistermiser, the only flushcontrol device awarded the certificate of the British Board
of Agrement.
Cistermiser control valves do not merely conform to the
stipulations laid down by the bye-laws. They exceed them. For, even
within the defined limits, they operate only in direct proportion to the
actual usage of the facilities. Money won't, literally, be pouring down the
drain when the building is empty or being used by just a few people.
The result is correspondingly greater savings in the cost of
metered water supplies. In fact, a single Cistermiser can save up to
100,000 gallons annually, so paying for itself over and over again.
Which explains why one famous hotel group is reckoning on a
startling £145,000 reduction per year in its metered water charges.
Cistermiser. The least costly yet most rewarding way of putting an
end to that wasteful financial outflow.

. ""
till

\I.

•

••

SanbraFyffe,

Santry Ave., Dublin 9.
Th1ephone: 379291.
Th1ex: 25325.

c
J
-----

(....- - - - J

Conex Sanbra Ltd., G1enville
Industrial Estate, Belfast.
BT37 OTU. Th1: Whiteabbey 67317.

41P

-

o

yY
/;t

- .oD""

ClStermISer IS.
non-electnc. so a plumber
can mstalllt m minutes.
Mamtenance free. Approved by
the former NatIonal Water Council
V~
and now' recommended by Water Authonhes.
,
The only nush-control deVIce awarded
/
~~~
the certificate of the BntJsh
. <::>0
Board of Agrement.
~{$'
Approved by the Dublin cOTPoratJ0y'
. <::>......0

o'

0'

~00~

~v

IIstermiser

/

,$-

~o

/

/

Efficient flushing at a fraction of the cost
/
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Design and Build ta
~~\LIVElllalrn(

r~

with the

New Icanamy Rate
Make sure your development has the built-in benefits of less than
half-price electricity. That's what the new economy rate offers the
new home owner of today - electricity for heating, water heating and
any other domestic use at less than half the normal rate. For a full
nine hour period (11.00 p.m. t08.00a.m. G.M.T.)customerscan heat
their water for day-time use and heat-up slimline storage
heaters for all day warmth - all at the new low-cost economy
rate. They can switch on plug-in heaters, watch tv or cook
up a late night snack; if it's after 11 p.m. it's all at the
cheaper rate. Next morning, they can heat
up the bathroom and kitchen and cook
breakfast up to 8.00 a.m., again at the new
money-saving' economy rate. And there are
other savings too. It all adds up to a new
concept in electric living and a better buy for
today's home seekers. So, before deciding
which space and water heating systems
best suit your development, fill in the
coupon below for the full facts on the
NEW ECONOMY RATE.

Why you should plan to

HEAT~l~('lrn~

• Low installation cost.
• No extra supply costs for
• Competitive running costs. schemes.
• Better terms for cooker wiring and
• No fuel storage space or
troublesome boilerhouse.
immersion group installation.
• FUlly automatic system with
• Wide choice of heaters,
including slimline style.
individual room control.
I wou'ld like a representative to call and discuss the advantages of the ECONOMY RATE
--------------~------------------

for new houses/apartments I am planning to build.

NAME . _ _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ADDRESS

_

~----------------------

TELEPHONE NO. (for appointment) - - - - - - - - - -

_

,----_...--------•••
All replies to: Marketing Department, E.S.B.,
Lower Fitzwilliam Street, Dublin 2.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
DOI: 10.21427/D74Q46
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design and specifications.
The selection range of
condensing units are as
follows:

et al.: Irish H & V News

Ambient

TemP.;8C8ture
RM-22-Y

RM-28-A

27
32
43
27
32

43
RM-32-B

27
32

RM-3&-B

27
32

43
43
RM-4-C

RM-50-C

27
32
43
27
32

43
RM-64-D

RM-60-E

RM-l00-F

RM-125-F

27
32
43
27
32
43
27
32
43
27
32
43
27
32
43

The typical format for each
AM·l60-G
venue was a two-hour seminar
of appeal to all energy users.
using R12; R22; RS02
This was then followed by a
refrigerated gases providing
small exhibition designed to
equivalent evaporation
appeal to local authorities and
temperatures as required.
covered insulation, controls
and lighting.
London
The series of seminars ran
over
a 9-day period beginning
Hevac Show
6th March 1985 in the
Gets a Gold Star
Southern Hotel, Sligo and
culminating in the fmal show
VISITORS TO the London
at the Ardree Hotel,
Hevac Show - Olympia 2,
Waterford on 14 March.
London, 21/23 May 1985The full schedule went as
will have no trouble spotting
follows:
the new product ranges
6 March, Sligo, Southern
launched at the show: they'll
Hotel, Mr T Reeves,
all have a Gold Star displayed
Department of Energy; 7
on them.
March, Mul1ingar, Greville
The show has already soldArms Hotel, Edward Collins,
out and all available
ID, Minister of State at the
exhibition space at Olympia 2
Department of Energy; 8
has been booked or reserved
March, Galway, Ardilaun
y more than 250 standHotel, John Donnellan, ID,
holding exhibitors. There is
Minister of State at the
also a waiting list of some 40
Department of Health and
companies. It has again
Social Welfare; 12 March,
achieved the full support of
Limerick, Limerick Inn,
the UK market-leaders in the
Edward Collins, ID, Minister
heating, air conditioning and
of State at the Department of
ventilation industry.
Energy; 13 March, Mallow,
Hibernian Hotel, Sean S
EMA Travelling
O'Muiri, Assistant Secretary,
Seminars
Department of Energy; 14
March, Waterford, Ardree
THE ENERGY Management
Hotel, Edward Collins, ID,
Association has just run a
Minister of State at the
short series of seminars and
Department of Energy.
exhibition at six regional
The exhibitions combined
venues not normally served by
eight equipment exhibitors
theEMA.
and the material exhibited
To secure maximum
included insulation, heating
publicity and prestige for the
controls, lighting and
concept of "energy
metering. The exhibitors were:
management", it was decided
Insulation: Moy Insulation
to involve the Minister of
Ltd, Southern Chemicals;
State for Energy as well as
Heating Controls: Danfoss,
local authority officials and
Landis & Gyr, Honeywell;
industrialists locally
Lighting and metering: ESB,
recognised as community and
Philips.
business
leaders.
Published
by ARROW@TU Dublin,
1985

• MichaeI Gallagher
/uzs taken up his
appointment as
General ManagerCommercial at New
Dublin Gas. Initially
he will be respollSibkfor the marketingfunction at
DUblin Gas and in
due course extend
his responsibilities
to enc017lfass the
company s other
con.sumer related

activities.

Thermo King
Increase
Workforce
THERMO KING Europe the Galway-based
manufacturer of mobile
refrigeration units which
employs 440 people - is to
increase its workforce by 17
persons.
Announcing this, Thermo
King Managing Director,
Sean Kinsella, said: "Despite
difficult trading conditions in
our markets around the world,
we have been able to secure
our present level of
employment, as well as taking
on new people, mainly
because of new orders we won
from Austria and Algeria.

"This past year has been
tough going, but we're quite
pleased at the results, and
we're happy to share the
credit for this with our
workforce."
Mr Kinsella also announced
that Thermo King is now
engaged in a vigorous local
sourcing campaign, which
could substantially increase
the company's contribution to
the Irish economy. Thermo
King, which is part of the
Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, is the world
leader in the mobile
refrigeration market.

Colt

First A!!ain

COLT INTERNA~ONAL
Ltd at Havant has just come
through a rigorous official
appraisal and is now the first
company in the heating,
ventilating and air
conditioning industry to have
its standard of quality
approved by the British
Standards Institution under
BS 5750 part 1 for heating
and ventilation products as
well as air moving equipment.
Colt has proved to the BSI
that it can design, test and
manufacture equipment to
meet specified requirements
with complete quality
assurance. The issue of a
certificate also covers the
availability of spare parts and
confirms to the ultimate
customer that he is dealing
with a firm whose claims to
quality have been confirmed ~

• Checking through the new HalPyke (Saks) Ltd rqerence manualjust
received from their printers are Michael Hall. Director. Hall Pyke
(Sales) LTd (It:ft) and Derek Wharton. his co-director. This comprehensive Rqerence Manaual is the onif onepresendy availabk here
which covers such an extensive range ofproducts incudins./iltration.
separation. pneumatiJ:s.jlow-monitoring. level controls. t:lJluent monitoring and sampling. and sensing devices.
IHVN. March 1985
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by an independent third party.
The range of natural
ventilation products listed on
the certificate by the assessors
includes the Lowloss Seefrre
range of automatic heat and
smoke exhaust ventilators.
These owe their origin to the
research programme
undertaken jointly by the
Government Fire Research
Station and Colt in the late
50's which now forms the
basis for industrial fire

protection regulations across
the world.
Also registered in the
assessment is the Colt
Universal Louvre System
which is used to provide
weathered inlet air as much to
offshore platforms as
computer rooms. Rain
shedding is achieved by
exploiting the principle of
tangential separation.
Frequently it is also used as
cosmetic wall covering.

•••••••••••••••••••

CIBS NEWS
"PLANT ROOMS for
Building Services", 10
January, 1985: the frrstjoint
CIBS/ACEI seminar was
successfully organised in
conjunction with the
Association of Consulting
Engineers of Ireland and held
in Dublin on 10 January last.
It attracted an audience of 50
people and proved so
successful that a CIBS/ACEI
function will again be included
in next year's programme.
Papers on many different

aspects relating to the subject
matter were presented.
"Security Systems", 6
February, 1985: Two
presentations were made. The
frrst was by Sergeant Hugh
Byrne, Crime Prevention
Officer, Garda Siochana. Mr
Fergus Mooney of Security
Centres read the second paper
.on the technical answers to
detection. The attendance was
recorded at 68 which showed
clearly the interest in crime
prevention.

•••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••

• CII!S plant !,oom. services seminar - speakers: Tony O'Leary, New
Dubli!,.G~, ~MlCh~Moloney, cms: Mit:haelBuckle.v, WalkerAir
ConditWTUng, John Lttt/.tifkkl, Mercury Engineering' and Michael
McLoughlin, McArdk McSweeney O'MalJey.
•

..

)

• cms "Security Systems," evening: (seated) Larry Kane. CIBS with
Sergeant Hugh Byrne, Crone Prevention Officer: (stannding): Michael
Moloney, cms: Herbert Taylor. cms· and Fer,mo Mooney Security
•
,,•
Centres Ltd.

IRELAND'S BUILDING
AND MECHANICAL
SERVICES SHOW
Royal Dublin S~iety, Industries Ha",

APRIL 16 • 18, 1985
(12 noon to 8 pm daily)
For full details contact .Joe Warren at

Irish rrade 8 rec:hnic:al E%hibitions (IrrEX) Ltd. 5/7 Main Street, Blac:llroc:II,
Co. Dublin reI. 885001 rele% 92258
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
DOI: 10.21427/D74Q46
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Tota Cover
The number ofIIG Cylinder Centres
and Gas Agents"has been increased.
We can now offer you an exclusive
count~de collection service for
FREON* and AMl\iONIA...refrigeration
gases where you want them, when you
want them. Quality gases and quality
service from Ireland's biggest gas
supplier.
*Freon is a registered trade mark ofDuPont.

Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1985
(Enquiry
Code
No 6)

Cylinder Centres: Dublin - BI uebell. Cork - Little Island.
Limerick - Dock Rd. Athlone - Industrial Estate.
Kilkenny - Hebron Industrial Estate.
Gas Agents: Dundalk. Arklow. Wexford. Waterford.
Ballybofey. Sligo. Ballyhaunis. Galway. Ennis. Portlaoise.
Castleisland.
And planned for: Longford. Drogheda. Cayan. Cahir.
11
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Life Assaranee Needs of
SutaU Businesses
tatistics show that it is more
likely for an active person to die
than for an occupied building to be
destroyed by fire. But the number of
people who take this rather
depressing fact into account when
arranging insurance cover for their
businesses is, unfortunately, rather
low.
The effect of a death on a
business, particularly a small
business, is potentially more
damaging than a fire. It is really not
good commercial sense to insure the
managing director's desk but not the
managing director; the sales
manager's car but not the sales
manager.
1
It is essential, therefore, to
consider what the life assurance
requirements are and to keep them
under regular review.
.
First you should look at life
assurance requirements of the
business itself.
Secondly, but just as important,
you should consider pension and life
assurance needs; not only to protect
the people whose livelihood depends
on the business, but also because of
the ways in which pension
arrangements give business
advantages and increased flexibility
from a financial point of view.
Let us look at the needs of a
business itself. If any of the following
questions are relevant to your
business there could be a gap in
insurance cover.
* What would happen if a key
employee (eg. the sales manager) or
key director, were to die tomorrow?
Would the bank call in loans?
Would important orders be lost?
* Would the right people have
sufficient money readily available to
buy the shares if a key shareholder
were to die unexpectedly? If the
business were allowed to do so,
would it be able to raise sufficient
money to buy back the shares?
* In the case of a sole owner who
dies unexpectedly, will the right
people have sufficient- money readily
available to purchase the business at
a knock-down rate?
* In the case of a partnership, would
the remaining partners have access
to sufficient money to buy out shares
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
of one of their number who died
Would it be necessary
DOI:unexpectedly?
10.21427/D74Q46
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to sell partnership assets in order to
meet the demands of the deceased's
estate?
* Would the need to insure the
survival of the business place put an
onerous fmancial burden on the
owner's or partner's surviving
dependants?
* Who would inherit the business, or
a partner's share in the business the Capital Taxes Office or the
dependants of the deceased? If the
dependants were unable to raise
funds and meet a crr liability, a
forced sale may be needed.
* Is full advantage being taken of
the reliefs available to cenain
business under Capital Transfer Tax
legislation?
Business and Partnership
Assurance is designed to meet the
needs implied in these questions.
These needs can be met through life
assurance and it need not be
expensive provided appropriate
arrangements are made early
enough.
Early action is just as crucial when
it comes to providing pension and
life assurance benefits.
All too often people say that they
cannot afford to contribute to a
pension. But the earlier they start,
the easier they will fmd it. Look, for
example, at these figures supplied by
the Colonial Mutual Life Assurance
Society.
Age
35
45
55
60

Contribution required per
month to provide £5,000 pa
pension at aged 65 *
£10
£30
£140
£400

• Assuming current bonus rates

Need more be said? The later you
start contributing, the more difficult
and expensive it becomes.
The advantages of private
schemes over the State Scheme
should also inspire greater urgency
in making satisfactory pension
arrangements. The State Scheme
does go some way towards
providing a reasonable rninimallevel
of pension for those with a below
average income, but for those with
an above average income there will
be a considerable drop in living

standards upon retirement, unless
additional provision is made.
There are two main types of
arrangement for providing these
pension and life assurance benefits.
One is via self-employed retirement
plans which are open to anyone who
is not in a company pension scheme
as well as to partners and sole
owners. These are essentially
individual arrangements and only
the individual contributes to them. In
these schemes there is a fIXed upper
percentage of earnings which can be
contributed to the pension scheme:
The other type is via "exempt
approved" executive pension plans
or flexible benefit plans which can
cover any group of people employed
in a business, including directors. In
such schemes both the company and
the individuals can contribute.
The importance of pension
arrangements does not, however,
stop at the provision of reasonable
living standards after retirement and
the provision of benefits for
dependants because they can form
part of a company's total fmancial
picture.
For example, the pension
arrangements of a company could be
relevant in the following
circumstances:
- If profit levels fluctuate widely
from year to year. If windfall profits
give rise to distortions in the taxation
liabilities of the business of the
individuals concerned;
- To ensure that adequate
provision is made for an orderly
hand-over from retiring to new
partners;
- If personal financial assistance
needs arise from time to time;
- If the business has to invest in, or
already has money tied up in,
property;
- To ensure that provision for
future capital needs is being made in
the most tax efficient way.
Whichever route is taken, and this
will depend on individual
circumstances, pension provision are
an essential part of the financial
planning of any business. In this and
other ways the advice and services of
a progressive life assurance company
can contribute considerably to the
smooth running of a small business
and the welfare of its employees. 12
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Michael Buckley

Sm~hmgO"Sm~~gOn
ANOTHER SIDE OF MICHAEL BUCKLEY ...

W

hen you work hard all
week handling air in
confmed spaces - heating it,
cooling it, moving it and changing its constituency - what
better way to spend the
weekend than to escape into its
vastness and let the air work for
ou? That's precisely what
Michael Buckley, Director of
Walker Air Conditioning Ltd,
does - he goes sailing. (He has
another "secret" past-time, but
more of that later!).
Michael (37 years young last
month) has been sailing since he
was eight years old when his
father sailed a Mermaid class
boat out ofDun Laoghaire, and
has been a member of the
Royal St. George Yacht Club
in Dun Laoghaire since 1969.
However, despite being an avid
yachtsman for 29 years, he has
never owned his own boat "and I probably never will" he
says without regret.
"Owning a boat takes up a lot
of your time and confmes you
to sailing that particular one,
hereas I have been able to sail
a vast variety of boats. They
also need a lot of looking after,
and I don't think I would give
them the attention they deserve.
Besides which, I haven't got the
money required!"
He did most of his sailing
when a student ("I still sail with
three or four guys I met in the
Dublin Bay Sailing Club's
Junior Section") but now sails
only as much as a growing
family and expanding business
commitments allow.
"One of the most exciting
things I have done was to sail
with the 1971 Irish Admiral's
Cup Team on the 43ft Clarion
of White. We lived on the boat
for eight weeks, took her to
Scotland for a revamp and then
to Cowes, which is every
sailor's dream." Michael also
sailed the ill-fated 1979 Fastnet
and the 1984 Round Ireland.
Athough he has raced the Irish
Sea for 10 years and sailed once
or twice in the Mediterranean,

he has yet to sail outside
Europe. His ambitions are (l)
to do a Transatlantic, (2) to visit
the Azores and (3) to do
another Round Ireland.
In case you are wondering
how his wife Mary Rose puts up
with all his "time off', although
she doesn't sail herself she met
Michael at UCD when he was
captain ofthe sailing club so she
knew exactly what she was getting! Both their daughters, aged
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five and one, have already been
out on the boats.
So what are the real attractions of sailing? ''When you
head out into the Irish Sea at 10
pm on Friday night you become
completely cut-off - the air
conditioning industry or even
the world can stop but no-one
can get hold of you. Nevertheless, 100% concentration is
required by all crew members,
so in one sense sailing is a total

"switch off' and in another a
total "switch on". Also, people
who sail are great fun to be with
and there is much avant-sail
and apres-sail activity."
Although the largest boat
Michael has sailed was a 55ft
German Frers and has spent
much time in the 36ft Live Wire,
much of his early sailing was
spent in small 14ft boats and he
maintains that one can learn
more seamanship in that class.
Will he ever give up sailing?
"No, I don't think so. There is
no age limit provided one is
physically and mentally fit and
besides, racing needs a combination of young and old crew
members. I have learnt so much
from watching the older
ones."
Michael's interest in sailing
also gives him a greater than
usual awareness of weather
forecasts and newspaper charts
and a high appreciation of the
lighthouse, lifeboat, helicopter
and rescue services.
Sailing also allows him to see
a lot of sharks, seals and
dolphins around Ireland - and
just in case you are in the habit
of swimming, he says he once
saw a 4ft long shark in Dun
Laoghaire Harbour just off the
West Pier.
So what about Michael's
other "secret" past-time? In
addition to sailing, he loves to
cook, particularly a dish he
hasn't done before ("say a Beef
Wellington or a Roast Goose")
and for the past four or five
years he has frequently enjoyed
cooking dinner for six to eight
guests at weekends. Just recently he was presented with a
book on "One Hundred Australian Cheesecakes" so if any
of you notice him putting on
weight you will know why.
"I now get as much pleasure
from cooking as I do from sailing," says MichaeI. However,
the Sean Kinsella of air conditioning never mixes the two
- "I never cook on a boat as I
would get seasick."
IHVN. March 1985
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THE COST OF
FREE INCENTIVES
charged, holiday entitlements,
his month, Face to Face
and so on.
talked to Shay Clarke,
CIF Director Tim
Ray Byrne and Oliver Ginty
Harrington is also Secretary
- Chairman, PRO and
of the HPCA and any work
Assistant PRO respectively of
resulting from enquiries to the
the Heating & Plumbing
central office is given out to
Contractors Association members on a rota basis.
about the association's
The Association has its own
formation, future plans and its
specifications, which
queries as to the rationale of
incorporate IDHE and IIRS
the New Dublin Gas
standards, and is currently
conversion programme.
trying to establish a bonding
In 1980 Coal Information
scheme which would
Services held a course on solid
guarantee that every contract
fuel central heating, at the end
commenced would be
of which half a dozen
completed (by another
participants decided to work
member in the event of
together to form the Heating
company failure) and that the
& Plumbing Contractors
entire system, parts and
Associatian. One or two were
labour would be guaranteed
already nlembers of the
for one year, up to a
Institute of Domestic Heating
maximum contract price of
Engineers while others were
£3,500.
To dat~, Irish
members of the Mechanical
insurance companies have
Engineering & Building
been reluctant to cover such a
Services Contractors
scheme but discussions with
Association - the latter
solicitors may lead to the
being part of the Construction
establishment of a limited
Industry Federation - but
liability company in order to
the IDHE was seen as serving
meet their requirements.
primarily consultants and the
MEBSCA contractors of largeGroup Purchasing?
scale industrial installations.
There is no fixing of prices
The HPCA was therefore
between members but the
formed to serve contractors
possibility of introducing
who were working in the
group purchasing is actively
domestic market and who had
discussed at the HPCA's
staffs of less than about 20. A
montWy meetings, as is the
company has to have been
idea of operating their own
trading for at least three years
Heating Centre. An
to be eligible and membership
advertising committee is also
has now grown to 21 frrms,
working on a major campaign
who undertake plumbing
with a Dublin agency, but
contracts and oil, gas or solid
these three developments will
fuel heating installations, one
all cost money and may have
member also having particular
to await an upturn in business
expertise in chimneys.
activity.
In January 1983 the HPCA
However, joint advertising
joined the CIF as a Section of
was undertaken in The Irish
the MEBSCA, thereby
Times last year and the
benefitting from the extensive
Association's logo is carried
services and facilities available
on members' vans. In
to CIF members. These
addition, every member of the
include use of the legal and
HPCA meets his 20 fellow
industrial relations
members every month and
departments, the monitoring
thus very quickly learns about
of tenders, use of meeting
where the best prices for
rooms, the sick benefit
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
materials are to be found,
scheme, and updates on wage
DOI: 10.21427/D74Q46
which builders may be
negotiations,
rates to be
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fmancial risks, etc., as well as
sharing information and
experience such as
assessments on new
equipment. Employees are
also loaned from one
company to another as
workload varies, thus helping
to maintain employment
levels.
Although natural gas
central heating installations
are currently receiving much
publicity (of all shades) it
should not be forgotten that
many oil and solid fuel
contracts are still being
carried out! Large areas of
Greater Dublin alone are still
without any mains gas supply,
some people retain safety
fears about gas in the house,
and oil offers relatively
maintenance-free, quick startup heating (with easy costmonitoring where multiple
users are involved), while solid
fuel offers the open fife and
choice of fuels to beat supply
problems.
A number of customers are
also attracted to maximising
their options with an
interlinked dual system,
particularly in more upmarket houses at £50,000+.
New Dublin Gas
However, it is the New Dublin
Gas conversion programme
which is inevitably receiving
much industry and public
attention. Although HPCA
members naturally have no
reservations about gas central
heating per se and do not wish
to be seen as being in conflict
with New Dublin Gas, they
have both privately and
publically expressed
reservations as to the
rationale of the programme.
The flfst concerns the
formation of the panel of
"independent authorised
contractors" by NDG in
1983. The HPCA wrote to the
Examiner of Restrictive
Practices on 31st May 1984
about this panel and 3 Vz

months later simply received
back from him on 18th
September the following reply
furnished by NDG:
"This company traditionally
had a panel of a small number
of central heating contractors
who acted as subcontractors
to us in the installation of
domestic central heating
systems.
"With the advent of natural
gas and the increase in
business activity necessary to
fund the project, we
implemented a business
decision made in 1981 and
expanded the panel during
1983. At the same time we
rationalised procedures to
offer a more efficient and
cost-saving service to
customers. At that time we
had discussions with a
number of central heating and
plumbing contractors and
associations, including
members of the CIF, and
advised them of our plans.
Some expressed interest in
participating while others
declined for various reasons.
"The nature of our business
and the company's position as
a public utility require the
highest possible safety and
other standards. This
necessitates careful selection
of contractors and monitoring
of their work. The combined
needs for safety and customer
satisfaction require a
controlled approach to the
market.
"From the outset, it has
been our intention to expand
the panel of independent
authorised central heating
contractors if and when
business activity so
warranted. In this connection
we advertised our intention to
expand the panel in the
national press on 23 and 24
August 1984, inviting
interested contractors to apply
for inclusion on the panel. We
are now considering the 14
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applications received.
"We do not accept that our
practice is unfair and indeed it
has resulted in a more efficient
and most cost-effective service
to the Dublin public. The
associated marketing
programmes are resulting in
increased central heating
business activity in the Dublin
area."
The HPCA claim that this
statement by NDG is "not a
lie but is totally misleading",
and that although some
MEBSCA members were on
the traditional panel, neither
the HPCA or IDHE were
"as far as the HPCA can
NDG prior to the
estabishment of the 1983
panel. Of the 15 companies
included, only a few were
IDHE members and none
were HPCA members, while"
s far as the HPCA can
ascertain, 10 out of the 15
companies did not exist as
such prior to June 1983". So,
they ask, how could their
work have been "carefully
monitored"?
Since 1983,one company
has withdrawn from the panel,
one has ceased trading,
another has gone into
liquidation, and a fourth is in

legal dispute with NDG. At
the time of writing, no new
companies had been added to
the panel as a result of the
August 1984 advertisment,
but a spokesman for NDG
said that additions should be
made "at the end of
February".
The second matter of
concern to HPCA members is
the incentives - effectively
subsidies - being offered by
panel contractors, namely
interest-free fmance or £320
off any gas cooker. Although
the NDG list of contractors
carries the line "There are also
other reputable contractors
competent to provide gas
central heating services" only
the panel contractors are
permitted to offer these two
incentives.
HPCA members were
offered the same facilities in
May 1984, provided the
customer opting for an
interest free loan went to the
company operating the
scheme for NDG, but this
facility was subsequently
withdrawn by NDG, they say.
The HPCA's main objection is
therefore that "as a public
utility New Dublin Gas is
using tax payers' money to an

unfair advantage against
independent, tax-paying
contractors-who cannot
compete under these
conditions."
The HPCA's third area of
reservations is that of the
pricing structures themselves
of the various schemes on
offer, particularly the central
heating package of boiler, six
radiators, fittings, gas and flue
connections, VAT, etc, for
£1,799, and the changeover
from solid fuel back boiler to
gas inset boiler for £399.
The HPCA say that they
have priced four typical
houses for such a central
heating system and the
cheapest one worked out at
£2,100. Even allowing for .
possible differences in the
quality of materials and
equipment being priced for,
the £300 difference plus the
value of the incentives makes
real competition impossible.
In addition, the HPCA have
expressed concern to NDG
concerning employment
conditions by panel
contractors as follows: "We
wonder if the Government is
aware that with one possible
exception, the independent
contractors who have been

authorised to carry out the
conversion work from oil to
gas fired central heating for
New Dubin Gas are not
observing the terms of the
Registered Agreement for the
Construction Industry, which
they are required to do
whether they are members of
the Construction Industry
Federation or not.
"This agreement, which is
registered at the Labour
Court and which comes under
the authority of the Minister
for Labour, is operated by all
our members in this trade and
we fmd it astounding that
New Dubin Gas using tax
payers' money should give
work to contractors who deny
their employees the benefits of
this agreement, including the
extremely socially desirable
pension and sick pay schemes
of the agreement."
Yet another "bone of
contention" is that a number
of companies who were
traditionally suppliers to the
trade established contracting
companies specifically to
undertake the gas work and
that some of the work
undertaken may be
subcontracted to other
individuals or companies.

VAWAC*
REUSABLE INSULATION JACKET

*
*
*
*
*
*

Suitable for Valves, Flanges, Vessefs and other fittings.
Suitable for high temperatures (up to 2,300 F)
Resists abrasives, tearing and punctures.
Water, oil and chemical resistant.
Easy installation - requires no maintenance.
Made in Ireland from Alpha Maritex materials.

For further information contact

ALPINE INSULATIONS LIMITED
Coolock Industrial Estate, Coolod<, Dublin 5.
Tel: (01) 476222
*Valjac is a registered trade mark of Alpine Insulations Ltd
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CHP Grants

Honours List

Glen Acquisition

THE DECISION has now been made
on the three cities that are to benefit
from a further Government Grant for
investigation ofthe major CHP (Combined Heat and Power) scheme.
The three cities are Edinburgh,
Belfast and Leicester. There has been
a major lobby for the inclusion of
Belfast since the earlier announcement
of some ten possible sites. Some time
ago a local consortium, represent~g
industry, civil engineers,. co~sultmg
engineers and Queens UruversIty was
formed and this body will now e~ter
into an in-depth survey of the wHole
idea of CHP relative to Belfast.
It is to be hoped that use will· be
made oflocally-based consult~nts an.d
architects as major work of this type IS
badly needed.

THE RECENT New Years Honours List saw two prominent local
engineers among those honoured,
namely Mr Peter Stalker, a partner of
Kirk McClure & Morton and Mr Eric
Hopkins of the Board of Trade
inspectorate.

GLEN DIMPLEX, manufacturers of
a wide range of domestic electrical
appliances and with factories in Newry
and Dunleer have purchased the
domestic appliance division of BurcoDean.
Burco-Dean with a factory in Burnley Lancashire are one of the oldest
companies in the hot water boiler and
washing machine business, but over
the last few years they have greatl
extended their range of products.

Heat Capsules
MR ALAN TWEEDALE, a frequent
visitor to Belfast particularly on matters relative to district heating and heat
management has resigned as Mana~
ing Director of AHS plc to start up his
own company to manufacture and
market heat capsules.
.
Heat capsules are a modern verSIOn
of the old package boiler. house. The
boiler plant including boiler, pumps,
controls water treatment, combustion
equipme'nt, tanks or silo,s, c~eys
etc is delivered as a unit or m major sections on a prepared site, thus reducing
building, erection costs and even more
so site labour and time.

Master Plumbers
MR DEREK POOLE as President
hosted the Annual Lunch of the
Northern Ireland Master Plumbers
Association held in the Drumkeen
Hotel, Belfast. The principal guest was
Mr David Fell, Permanent Secreta~y
of the Department of EconOmIC
Develpment.
.
Other guests included Mr Denrus
Haslam, President RS.U.A., Mr
Geoffrey Clarke, National President,
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
Heating
Contractors Assoc, Mr.
DOI:
10.21427/D74Q46
Michael Brand, chairman RICS.
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Thermomax Orders
BANGOR-BASED
Thermomax,
manufacturers of advanced solar
energy collectors, have obtained a
major German contract for the supply
of panels. It is also hoped that following a successful Tokyo exhibition
further orders will be received from the
Far East.

NEW POST
THE DEPT OF ECONOMIC
Development have announced the
appointment of Dr T B Copestake as
Chief Engineer and Scientist of the
Dept. This is a new post and is
designed to produce a more technical
input into the development of the NI
economy.

Pace/SelkirkIToshiba
HERBIE WRIGHT has been appointed general manager of the Pace,
Selkirk and Toshiba divisions of Potter Cowan. Herbie, who has an MSc
in Energy Studies from the New
University, and who is a Professional
Associate Member of the Institute of
Energy, was previously with SL Combustion of the Castlereagh Road and
with British Petroleum in their
Belfast Refmery.

Burns Supper Dance
THE NORTHERN IRELAND Section of the Institute of Energy revived
their well-known Burns Supper Dance
in the Culloden Hotel.
After a repast ofcock-a-leckie soup,
haggis and the usual accompaniments
the guests were entertained with Scottish dancing, Tombola and of course
got the opportunity to show off their
own adaptability on the dance floor.
The various addresses associated with
a Burns supper were in the hands of J
M Paterson, G Mason, C Monaghan
and John Brown who gave the address
to the haggis.

Nu Brick Supplies
MORR ENERGY Ltd of Cheam,
Surrey manufacturers of that shuttles
and thermal energisers have appointed
as their NI agents - Nu Brick Supplies, 33a Movilla Street, Newtownards, Co Down.

He will be in charge of the design,
fabrication and installation in Ireland
of the Pace chimney systems, the sales,
distribution of Selkirk sectionalised
stainless steel and ceramic chimneys
and of the distribution of Toshiba air
conditioning products.
Potter Cowan's industrial division
is based at Duncrue Crescent in the
North Foreshore section of the Belfast
16
Enterprise Zone beside the M2.
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CONSULTING ENGINEERS Sir M
MaDonald Associates, have been
joined by Mr W Williamson and his
staff who, until recently, traded as
Williamson Brown Crozier & Wyatt.
The move took effect on 1 February.

BALTIMORE AIRCOIL APPOINT
P & DMACFARLANE

Announcing the development, the
newly-appointed Managing Director
of Sir M MacDonald Associates
board - Bill Williamson - said he
felt that the move would have considerable benefits or their many
clients.
Williamson Brown Crozier &
Wyatt have been practising from
Belfast's Wellington Park since 1969
and their current employment level is
20. Among their various projects, they
are at present involved in the proposed
new ice rink complex for the City
Council in Belfast and the reorganisation of the Shankill Road District Heating System.
WE REGRET to announce the death,
suddenly, ofMr "Bob" Spence, former
Chief Administrators of the NI Housing Executive and lately Chairman of
the NI Coal Importers Assoc.

• DonaldMegaheyinspecting Baltimorecooling equipment on a visit to theBelgianjactoryjollowing
P & D Mat;{arllJne's recent appointment as Baltimore Aircoil agents. A somewhat similar
photograph appeared in last month's issue but itsposition within another story mayhave led to some
OOJftusion. All enquiries should be directed to P & D Mat;{arwne Ltd, 51/53 Ridgeway Street,
1 B ast, (Tel: 084681111); Telex: 74219.

Can Be
Sharpened
Speakers at the "Low CostEnergy" seminar0'Ef!..~edbytheNI Section of

the Institute and sponsored by the Energy l!Jfidency Office oj the NI

Government were (above) F R McBride, MBE (Hon Sec NI Section); F
Gallyer (Fibreglass Ltd); D Fell (Permanent Sec !!~t ojEoon Dev); G
Mason (ChainnanNI Section); H Cherry (Energy EffOfficerNI); Bww:
L Duncombe (Thorn EMI Lighting); M Roberts ( PA Management); J E
Lawrence MBE (Jel Energy Conservation Ltd); G White (AHS).

The UNIBIT Step Drill saves money because
one bit can replace an entire set of costly twist
drill bits. It also saves time because it drills
quickly and eliminates the need tocontinually
change drill bits for different size holes.
UNIBITfrom Petersen Mfg. Co. U.S.A.
makers of world famous VISE-GRIP.ID
tools.

IInibit®

Pace Marketing Limited
1 Belvedere Court. Dublin 1 Telephone, 749010
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1985
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atest news from the organisers

L of IhVex '85 is that the Minister
for Energy, Mr Dick Spring TD, has
been invited to perform the official
opening of the show at the RDS
Industries Hall on Tuesday, 16
April.
This would be most appropriate
with IhVex being the pivotal event in
the building and mechanical sertices
industry calendar - an industry
now totally energy related.
With nearly 90% of available
space already booked and demand
for tickets inundating the organisers'
offices, IhVex '85 will provide the

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
DOI: 10.21427/D74Q46
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ideal shop window for the extensive
range of energy conservation
products now on the market.
This unprecedented demand for
tickets, coupled with the wide variety
of exhibitors participating, endorses
IhVex '85 as the most important
event for the entire building services
and H&V industries.
In addition to the presence of
major manufacturers and
distributors, other attractions will
include new product introductions' a
.
'
specIally-arranged
lecture and
discussion forum on "Quality
Assurance" (see page 1 and enclosed

insert); and a free luncheon buffet
scheme for invited guests.
There is no charge for admission
to either the show or lecture/
discussion forum but it is restricted
to bona fide trade visitors only.
As already indicated, the show which will run from 16 to 18 April
inclusive - is all but sold out and
expectations are that the remaining
five stands will be firmly booked
over the next few weeks.
For more details contact Pat
Codyre or Joe Warren at Dublin,
Te1: 885001.

18
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BEWPRODUCTS

Shower
Trays

Ceramic
Shower
Trays
THE MOST recent Part of the
multipart standard BS6340
Shower Units to be published
by the British Standard Institution, is Part 8 Specification for
prefabricated shower trays
made from glazed ceramic. It
applies to all sizes and shapes of
shower trays.
The
standard
covers
materials,
tolerances,
functional characteristics ofthe
shower tray, dimensional
deviations, resistance to temperature
changes
and
marking.
Other published Parts of the
standard cover choice of
shower units, installation,
specifications for shower heads
and trays made from cast
acrylic
sheet,
porcelain
enameled cast iron and vitreous
enamelled sheet steel. A further
Part dealing with specifications
for
prefabricated
shower
enclosures is being prepared.
(Enquiry Code No 51)

Ventilation
Made Easy

1

Ceiling
Split-type
Heat Pumps
TOSHIBA (UK) Ud, have
expanded their range of room
air conditioners with the
introduction of several entirely
new models. The first to become
available are space saving ceiling suspension and ceiling
buried split-type heat pump
units.
Toshiba describe the new
units as high-tech equipment of
the highest performance and
reliability.

The ceiling suspension type
models have an attractive two
tone synthetic resin finish and
are offered in five sizes ranging
from 4.68kW cooling/5.27
heating up to 13.60kW
cooling/ 13.95kW heating.
The ceiling buried cassette
split-type heat pump air conditioners are two-day air direction units for installation at the
centre of the ceiling. Offered in
four sizes from 4.68kW
cooling/5.27kW heating up to
10.55kW
cooling/1O.90kW
heating, they are designed to
provide cool or heated air
evenly throughout the room.
(Enquiry Code No 47).

THE SPACE-SAVING curved corner Delos shower tray in
reinforced glass fibre is the subject of a new, A4, four-colour
sales leaflet from Howard Bird
& Co Ud. Carrying details of
all Delos special features,
including its compatibility with
the ShowerRound screen by
Showerlux, the single sheet litreature also lists the extensive
colour range available.
Supplies of the new leaflet for
use at point-of-sale are freely
available from the company
upon request.
(Enquiry Code No 40).

The
'rom Howord Bird

Dataterm Optimizer

QUADRANT ENGINEERS
have introduced a computeroperated energy saving device
RADIALAX FANS are avail- the Dataterm Optimizer which
able via a network of hand- cut heating costs by up to Y.J.
picked distributors. Technical
The Optimizer replaces the
advice and after-sales service is conventional room stat and
always available from Head time clock. It is fitted with a micOffice but, to ensure speedy ser- rocomputer, the memory of
vice, distributors are regularly which automatically records
trained and are totally familiar the length of time taken for the
with the product range. temperature ofa building to rise
Radialax fans are assembled and fall. Taking this informaand tested at the factory which tion into account and knowing
is subject to quality control the actual building temperature, the unit calculates the
standard to BS 5750.
The Radialax range grows latest time the heating system
and grows with new and will start and the earliest time it
innovative products including shuts down in order to achieve
'Heat Pac' heating and cooling the desired temperature. In this
systems. 'Twin Pac' standby precise way, unnecessary boiler
fans, radial fans belt or direct operation and energy wasting is
drive, double and single inlet eliminated.
fans with forward or backward
As a further refmement, the
curved impellers, bifurcated Dataterm eliminates temperafans. Axial flow fans with 100% ture overshoot and reduces
speed control, PVC fans for boiler start up to a frequency
fume removal. The industral compatable with the mainrange can handle high tem- tenance of a building temperaperatures, high pressure and ture to within plus or minus
high dust content. Special .4 °C. These features further
materials, ie, stainless steel or reduce fuel consumption.
aluminium presents no proThe unit has six temperature
blem. Radialax strives to make switching points per day for
ventilation easy.
seven days which is a total of 42
(Enquiry Code
No 53).
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin,settings
1985 per week. The setting

accuracy is within five minutes
and the temperature may be
selected between 9 and 30°C.
The Dataterm enables one to
adjust the temperature exactly
to one's requirement. It is fitted
in place of the room stat with
two wires run out to a switching
unit in the boilerhouse.
The unit, complete with
switching unit incorporating a
IO-amp relay, costs little more
than a 7-day time clock and
quality room stat, and takes the
same time to install. It is suitable for use in commercial
buildings, schools, churches
and houses for both warm air
and radiator systems.
Apart from its capacity to
minimize fuel consumption, the
Dataterm incorporates the
following functions with liquid
crystal display: Room stat accuracy of heat sensing element .IoC; Thermometer;
Seven-day clock reading day,
hours, minutes within an
accuracy of 2-sec per year;
Frost Protection below 9°C;
Time clock with manual
override and battery back up in
case of power failure; Visual
indication when heating is
operating.
(Enquiry Code No 52).

Liquid
Storage
Tanks

MARLEY FLOORING &
Plumbing Ud. of Lucan are
now distributing Harlequin
liquid storage tanks manufactured by Clarehill Plastics Ud
of Portadown.
The one-piece polyethylene
moulding tanks are available in
two sizes: the 300 gallon has a
4' diameter base and 4'6"
height and the 600 gallon is 5'
diameter and 5'3" high.
Harlequin tanks are suitable
for oil, acid, milk and chemicals
and are almost indestructible,
having high impact strength
and resistance to stress. They
will not rust and need no painting or other maintenance.
Marley are also distributing
Harlequin
polyethylene
moulded coal bunkers in three
sizes: 3cwt, 6cwt and 12cwt.
(Enquiry Code No 50).
19
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NEW PRODUCTS

Combating
Hydrostatic
Shock

THE DESTRUCTIVE force of
hydrostatic shock can rupture
the strongest pipework, create
leaks and cause severe damage
both to valves, and to the equipment being served by the piping. All pipework installations
should be protected against the
damaging effects ofhydrostatic
shock
using
Ustigate
"Hydrotrols".
Hydrostatic shock is the
force generated when water
flowing under pressure through
a piping system is suddenly
stopped and by a fast closing
valve or tap. This force, having
no other direction to expand,
can only recoil back through
the pipeline. The reversing
momentum induces a series of
counteracting forces, causing a
chain reaction of shock waves
rebounding and hammering
within the pipework.
The Ustigate "Hydrotror'
absorbs and controls this water
hammer through a design
which relies upon a combination of pneumatic and hydraulic principles. The other shell
is a pressurised compression
chamber, containing a set of
balanced bellows, surrounded
by hydraulic fluid. As the shock
occurs the bellows expand into
the pneumatic cushion within

comp~ession

~s IWeatherite's

the
chamber.
same action forces pressunsed
glycerine between each convolution of the bellows.
Once the initial shock has
been absorbed the bellows
ret~rn to their ori~al position.
This forces the flUId back out
f~om between each convol~tlon, ~nd c~eates a hydraulic
cohesIOn which controls the rate
of contraction. The combined
effect o~ both pneumatic and
hydraulic p:essures g,overn the
bellows actIOn, ensunng shock
waves do not rebound, and
stabilising the entire pipework
system.
The Ustigate "Hydrotrols"
are constructed entirely of corrosion res,istan~ sta~ess steel,
yet are light m weight, and
require no additional pipe supports. The pressurised glycerine
surrounding the anchored
bellows prevents any metal to
1Iletal contact with the housing,
guaranteeing greater longevity
and performance. Every unit is
pre-charged with glycerine and
nitrogen, and permanently
sealed at the facatory, requiring
no maintenance attention
throughout the unit's long life.
Each compact" unit can be
mounted onto the pipework
system by screwing into either a
threaded saddle or threaded tee
fitting. Ustigate "Hydrotrols"
should always be mounted in a
vertical position.
(Enquiry Code No 48).

Corporate
Broch ure

WEATIffiRITE THE Midlands-based ah- conditioning
manufacturers
have
published a new ~orporate
brochure highlighting the company's rapid expansion over the
past decade.
The manufactured products
include air handling equipment,
water chillers, together with
specialised and "WTXD" cooling units developed for British
Telecom.
~(E=n::q~wry::.·
~C;;od~e-.:.N~~0~4::4~).~==-_~==::::~=:::::~::===

Heat Exchanger

THE HEATSEEKER Major is
a heat exchanger which utilises
excess heat from boiler exhaust
gases. Its operation is not complex but provides the following
benefits: Utilisation of otherwise wasted energy; Reduction
of exhaust gas temperature;
Increased burner and boiler life'
Increase of usable heat transfe;
area; Decreased soot in flue and
chimney; and up to 20% fuel
saving.
The Major, uses the flue gas
bypass pnnclple and consists
of a central flue gas passage
with annular flue gas passage~
through a water jacket. The
route of the flue gases is dic-

tated by a motorised damper
which, in turn, is controlled by a
flue gas thermostat sited on the
outlet side ofthe reclaimer. This
regulates the amount of flu
gases bypassed through the
water jacket. To maintain a
leaving flue gas temperature
above the flue gas dewpoint
temperature.
The Heatseeker Major can be
used on any steel or cast iron
boilers conforming to DIN
4702, using gas, oil or solid
fuels. Boilers conforming to
TRD 702, as well as high pressure steam boilers, are also
suitable.
(Enquiry Code No 46).

Heating
Aqueous Solutions
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
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• The Hydrotroljrom Ustigate.

NORDSEA GAS Technology
Ltd have just published a leaflet
describing their new Grid-Pak
system for high intensity heating ofaqueous solutions in vats,
tanks, and storage vessels.
Sixteen standard sizes are listed giving gross heat inputs

from 160,000 to 2,000,000
Btu/hr (47 to 586 kW).
Capacities and dimensions
table is supported by diagrams
and specifications of burner
and heat exchanger. Copies are
available on request.
20
(Enquiry Code No 41).
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liEWPBODUCTS

CONTROLLERS
AND DETECTOR

Total Control
THE HEATING and Ventilating Division of Danfoss
announce the availability of
two
new fully-illustrated,
technical leaflets on Danfoss
radiator thermostats and electric zone valves. The new
leaflets are titled:
"Radiator Thermostats" an 8-page leaflet detailing the
technical advantages and
application of domestic and
commercial radiator thermostats iD two-pipe systems where
it is essential that a valve body
of extremely low resistance is
used.
"Electric Zone Valves" - a
4-page leaflet featuring the
ABV-VMT low cost, two-port
seated valve, the ABV-VMT
gunmetal three port mixing
valve with thermal hydraulic
actuator, and the low cost
AMB 123-HRE three port mixing valve with on/off reversing
gear motor.
(Enquiry Code No 43).

• (Back. I4t to right) from
Satehwell: MMC - Proportio1Ullplus integralplus derivative direct digital controller with
serial link; KET - 3-stage
Keyboard proportio1Ull plus
integral a1Ullogue temperature
controller; (Front, f4't to right):
KZI: 2-stage keyboardproportio1Ull a1Ullogue temperature
controller; DDH/DRH Humidity detector for use with
MCC and KET controllers;
KZH - 2-stage keyboardproportio1Ull analogue humidity
controller. (Enquiry Code No 49).

Thermostatic
Valves
THE HEATING and Ventilating Division of Danfoss have
introduced a new full-colour,
A4, leaflet entitled "Thermostatic Valves for Terminal
Regulation", which describes
and illustrates the company's
range of air conditioning terminal valves for the regulation
of water systems incorporating
terminals such as fan-coil units,
induction units etc.
Danfoss air conditioning terminal valves consist of a series
of thermostatic elements and
valves which, when combined,
make up a range of single and
two
stage
proportional
regulators.
(Enquiry Code No 42).

• The new Penn electronic 4-stage thermostat -

Model R37 -from Manotherm.

Electronic
Thermostat

A MULTI-STAGE electronic
thermostat with adjustable differential between each stage:
Johnson Controls have
extended their electronic temperature control programme
with a four-stage thermostat
which
allows
differential
adjustment from 0.5 to 5 K between each consecutive stage.
The individual stage differenennostatic valves
tial is fIXed to 1 Kl. The control
for terminal
is available with a range from regulation
20 to + 20°C and a model
covering 0 to + 100°C is due to
come very soon.
The thermostat, which carries the type number R3 7, has a
mode selector allowing the customer to use it on heating and
cooling applications.
The output relay 10(5)A
250Vac are "VL" recognised
and a LED indicates the "on"
position of each relay.
(Enquiry
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1985 Code No 45).

ANFOSS

FIRE

EITG.
KEEP CLEAR

• The two new fire extinguisher covers now being marketed by Apex Fire
Prevention. The cabinet type (Uift) is in a strong red colour, made Ofdurable
steel with that on the right madejrom a strong PVC material. (Enquiry
Code No 54).
21
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GUESr WRlrER

Who Assupes Quality1. • •
•• • AsJls Sean Malcally
he building services technical
press over the course of the last
T
year has dwelt frequently on the
subject of Quality Assurance. It does
emerge that the issue is urgent and
complex - urgent because of the
uncertain performance of our now

"rile

elaborate and vital services systems;
complex because of overlapping or perhaps worse, under-lapping responsibilities between system
designers, component
manufacturers, installation
contractors, commissioners, users.

So blurred are the lines of
demarcation that omission is
inevitable.
System designers are dearly
responsible for accuracy of design,
and yet no systematic checking
procedures are published. The
proportion of time allocated here
ranges from slight to zero. On the
other hand, the designer's
responsibilities for workmanship and
co-ordination on site is, by contract,
notional and yet here he ineffectually
spends up to half his time.
Some believe that the key to the
problem lies in a new awareness of
the need to write specifications
aimed particularly at achieving
Quality Assurance, which indeed has
been defmed as "compliance with an
appropriate specification". BS5750
"Quality Systems", which covers
design, manufacture and installation,
should figure very prominently in
our specifications and all concerned
need to become familiar with the
contents.·
In the field of component
manufacture, the BSI Certification
of Air Movement Equipment is a
beginning, powerfully endorsed by
its adoption by the Property Services
Agency. As yet I have seen no
suggestions as to how contractors
might improve their part in Quality
Assurance. Looking at it from a
designer's viewpoint, it does seem
that quality control of site
workmanship is no longer exercised
by supervisors or foremen (are there
still such?) but by the designer, be he
consultant or contractor. What of
the main contractor and indeed of
the architect?
Systematic commissioning is an
essential stage in Quality Assurance.
The designer cannot afford it within
a fixed, even shrinking, fee and
indeed neither designer nor
contractor can be sufficiently
objective in the matter. An
independent, specialist and well. equipped commissioning contract

Issue Is urgent and complex - urgent because Of

the uncertain performance Of our now elaborate and
vital services systems; complex because Of overlapping
- or perhaps worse, under-lapping - responsibilities
between system designers, component manufacturers,

Installation contractors, commissioners, users."
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
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(6) How can quality be promoted
so that a greater number of leaders
are persuaded to champion its cause?
(7) How can the industry best take
advantage of the potential of
computers for design production and
drawing, total building management
and feedback into design?
The Irish Branch of the Chartered
Institute of Building Services
encompasses all categories of
participants in the industry designers (perhaps more importantly
as specifiers), manufacturers and
contractors. It should be possible to
take advantage of the good
communications available in a small
but representative cross-industry
institution to tackle this problem of
Quality Assurance by co-operation.
Let's not sit back and wait for UK
answers but fmd out for ourselves
the answers appropriate to the
industry in Ireland.
*P.S.: As these notes are snatched
from me for the print"ers, I read that
the Minister for Industry has set up
a new body - the National
Standard Authority of Ireland attached to but separate from the
IIRS. Launched also is a new

may be necessary but is not
available within the conditions laid
down by most present clients certainly not in Ireland - and so the
dilemna of not affording quality and
suffering the waste of poor value.
Recently the UK Department of
the Environment and the Building
Services Research and Information
Association conferred on the future
of the industry. Quality Assurance
~ook front place among three major
items for discussion. Questions
developed, to be answered at a
subsequent conference, as follows:
(l) How can quality be assured for
the design, installation,
commissioning and maintenance
functions?
(2) How can the building team be
organised to provide a central
responsibility for quality?
(3) How can the present
agmented professional groups be
mtegrated to achieve effective and
economic building design?
(4) How can people of an
appropriate calibre be attracted to
the industry?
(5) How can graded standards be
provided that lead, rather than
follow established practice?

standard of quality control - IS
300: Quality System Management
- dealing with all aspects of the
manufacturing and services
industries (in four parts, £33.40,
from IIRS). It remains to be read
whether it contains guidance for the
building industry in general and the
building services industry in
particular. CII's nominee is suitably
director of its Engineering Industries
Association. CIF does not figure,
nor the building professions...
Perhaps they should. I hear also that
the IIRS are shortly to mount
seminars on Certification and
Quality and on Quality Assurance.
• Sean Mulcahy, Chairman of
VMRA consulting engineers in
Dublin, established major
engineering practices also in London
and Edinburgh. These practices are
renowned, particularly for the design
ofhospitals, laboratories, libraries
and art galleries throughout Britain
and Ireland. Sean Mulcahy has
lectured and written extensively on
services engineering as a significant
element in architecture and as the
dominant element in building
performance and economy.

The 'clever' saver
,

Save up
to 30% on
heating
costs
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150th CELEBRATIONS CENTRE
ON EXHIBITION
Brooks became Lord Mayor
Maurice Brooks continued
ith 1985 being Brooks
of Dublin and represented the
an extraordinary active life
Thomas' 150th year in
until he died in 1905. He left
constituency as an MP at
business, the company plans a
behind him a powerful force in
Westminster. Despite his civic
number of celebrating
the building industry and a
duties the business began to
activities for the coming
fIrm foundation for further
grow and it was around this
months, the most notable
time that timber became a big
growth. During the pre-war
being the building exhibition
years the Company continued
part of the business.
scheduled for the end of this
month. The event will not be a
mere "in-house" show but
rather "the national building
exhibition of 1985". But more
of this later. Let's fIrst take a
trip down memory lane.
Brooks Thomas is a whollyowned subsidiary of RaumaRepola OY of Finland and is
part of a group of companies
in Ireland which includes
Brooks Haughton of Cork
and Brooks Hanley of Sligo
with a turnover in excess of
£50 million.
Brooks Thomas' origins
stem from 1835 when a young
man called Thomas Brooks
began business as an agent for
a fIrm called Bristol Crown
Window Glass in a warehouse
at 14 Upper Abbey Street,
having already served a seven
year apprenticeship as a glass
maker in Bristol He died in
around the year 1842 and his
business passed to his son,
Maurice. Maurice was a
remarkable gentleman.
In the intervening years
between 1842 and 1860
Maurice Brooks had formed
and disbanded a number of
partnerships but now was no
• John Walsh, Managing Director, Brooks Thomas Ltd, who are ce/ebratlonger dealing in just glass; he ~8....their 150th anniversary this year. Various events are planned/or the
t4!Jerent
divisions within the Group but the most important wiU be the aUhad moved into other areas
encompassing "150th Anniversary Building Exhibition" at their Naas
such as plaster of paris,
Road premisesjrom Wednesday, 27 March to Saturday 30 March.
ironmongery, cement, oil
to expand and develop, not
The fIrm was restructured
colours and other products.
in 1898 with a capital of
only in Dublin, but
Maurice had been joined by
£80,000. Many shares were
throughout Ireland.
his brother, Henry, who
offered for sale and it is
However, not to dwell too
subsequently left and set up a
long on the historical past, we
interesting to note a report by
successful business in
will come to the more recent
W Gilligan in an article in the
Melbourne, Australia. In the
Annual Timber and Plywood
past.
meantime the business in
Journal of 1929. He reports.
In 1968 Brooks Thomas
Dublin continued to prosper
acquired Haughtons of Cork
"We remember the rush by
and the addition of many new
the public for shares in the
and in 1970 Hanley's of Sligo.
products made it necessary to
Both companies were
concern. Virtually none but
acquire new premises. In 1858
established as leading builders
representatives of the building
the heaquarters of the Dublin
providers in their respective
industry had a chance of
operation was established 'at
businesses under the name of
acquiring any of the valuable
Sackville Place.
Brooks Haughton and Brooks
script on offer. And before
During the early 1860's
Hanley.
many minutes had elasped
Maurice Brooks went into
During the seventies the
from the opening of the share
partnership with a J V
company fought its way
list, it was so heavily overThomas and the company
through two major recessions
subscribed that money was
called Brooks Thomas &
which deeply effected the
turned
away
by
the
hundred
Company
was
formed.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
building industry. However,
thousand pounds."
During 1870 Maurice

W
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they weathered the storm well
through a combination of
strong management and a
loyal workforce. Today the
Brooks Thomas Group
employs in excess of 400
people.
In 1981 the Group was
acquired by Rauma-Repola
OY of Finland. The RaumaRepola company was founded
in 1951 and has since become
the second largest industrial
enterprise in Finland with over
40 plants employing 18,000
people, and a turnover of one
billion pounds per annum.
The acquisition by Rauma
Repola represented a major
investment which consolidated
the long standing trading
relationship between the two
companies. Subsequently,
three further investments were
undertaken: the fIrst was an
investment of £Y2 million in
new machinery to modernise
the planing mill in Dublin; a
similar investment in Brooks
Haughton of Cork which will
be installed at their new 5-acre
premises at Togher; and an
investment to update its
method of administration with
the latest and most modem
computer system.
• But back to the forthcoming
exhibition: This promises to
be one of the best exhibitions
held for the building industry
to date. Brooks Thomas are
currently striving to make
further stand space available
to meet the demands of their
many suppliers who wish to
book space. At present they
have fIrm commitments from
over 50 leading manufacturers
who intend to exhibit their
product range.
The exhibition opens at
Ipm on Wednesday, 27
March. The Minister of the
Environment, Liam Kavanagh
ID, has confIrmed that he will
perform the opening
ceremony. It will then run
each day - Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday from 29 pm; Saturday 10-lpm.
It is specillcaly aimed at the
builder and specifIer and
admission will be by
invitation. Those wishing to
acquire tickets should contact
.Qrooks Thomas at Dublin
783422.
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~
Hospital Building
Services Seminar

elBs ARE to be congratulated

lighting, medical gases
once again on a most successful catering. An exhibition
hospital building services mounted in conjunction
seminar held at the IMI on 14 the event.
February which attracted an
A limited number of bound
attendance of 70 people.
compendiums of papers are
The seminar took the present available, comprising more
state of the art as a starting than 100 pages.
point and looked forward to
Additionally, and in conjuncprospective development. Mr tion with the seminar, a comJohn Bolton, DHSS London, plementary
of
exhibition
presented an excellent keynote hospital-related equipment was
address on the hospital of the held in a room adjacent to the
next century and Mr Tom
conference centre.
allagher, Department of
The number of exhibitors
ealth, responded.
A full programme of interest- was strictly limited which
ing papers followed on a broad resulted in an excellent
range of topics which included exchange ofinformation during
operating
costs,
com- the period specially put aside
munications air conditioning, for visiting the show.

• (Standing) Pat Ryan, Skmens, with Tom Gallagher, PrincipalEngineering Adviser, Department ofHealth; Michael Moloney, ClBS Chairman;
and SeanMulcahy, Chairman, VMRA;(seated): EoinKenny,JA Kenny &
Partners; with Ms Margaret Halstead, Lighting Division Chairwoman,
CIBS London;John Bolton, ChitifWorks Officer, London and DavidLuscombe, Superintending Quantity Surveyor, DHSS London.

,.

• Hugh Fortune, BOC Gas Services, with John Bolton, Chid' Works
O.JJicer, DHSS London; Tim O'Brkn,JA Kenny & Partners; and Michael
ClBS
Moloney,
Published
byChairman.
ARROW@TU Dublin, 1985

• Albert Byrne, Bolton St with EoinKenny and Lar Sheeran, Medical and
Industrial Pipeline Systems.
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With Wilo Technology
it is an additional
control in a

heating system
• New four speed economic
Wilo, suitable for all
domestic heating systems.
• Four speed manual selection switch
with additional plug-in "time" and
"temperature" modules for automatic operation.
• Better efficiency and quieter running, through new motor
design.
• Interchangeable with all competitors' pumps.

For further details contact:
Wilo Engineering Company,
Raheen Industrial Estate,
Limerick.
Telephone: (061) 27566

Approved:

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
DOI: 10.21427/D74Q46
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rowel' of Babel Built by
Pump Enginee,.s1

>
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By Mauric:e Dore

C ~nned

rotor pumps were
mtroduced after WW2
and are now widely used for
heating and other purposes.
Before that, standard motors
were used coupled directly or
by V-belt drive to the pump.
The problems associated with
this arrangement were the
mechanical seals and stuffmg
boxes which, at that time,
were inadequate.
But the canned motor
eliminated these problems.
The rotor of the motor is
mpletely surrounded and
ricated by the liquid. It is
"eparated by a can sealed top
and bottom from the motor
winding - hence the name.
Many of these pumps are
now available in twin versions.
This allows for one duty
pump with a full standby unit.
Blanking plates are available
which allows a faulty pump to
be replaced while the other
pump operates.
A variation on the twin
theme, which is sometimes
used, is to fit one side with a
large impeller and motor (A)
and the other with a smaller
impeller and motor (B). With
this arrangement small,
medium or large flows can be
pumped by using A or B, or
both together working in
allel.
uplex control panels
permit automatic changeover
to the standby pump if the
duty pump fails. This is very
useful in hospitals, offices etc,
where heating cannot be
interrupted. A word of
caution is however, apposite.
Unless there is reliable
maintenance and supervision,
the duty pump may fail and
remain un-noticed until there
is a problem with the standby
pump. When in doubt select a
duplex panel with manual
changeover from duty to
standby. In this way, if there
is a fault, someone has to
change over the duty to the
standby pump, the chance of
a failure being overlooked is
minimised.
Canned rotor pumps are
now available in three, four,
and five-speed variants. Speed
changes can be
accommodated manually or
automatically and in these

times of economic constraints
offer the economy-minded
engineer flexible pumping
arrangements to
accommodate all duties.
But nothing is perfect;
Canned rotor pumps are not
suitable for chilled water
applications. In this type of
installation condensation can
occur in the motor winding
and cause damage.
The solution brings us back
to the older pump design with
mechanical seals and standard
motors, which can be rewound in the case of a burnout - unlike the canned
motor. Mechanical seals are
vastly improved since the prewar era. This type of pump is
also available for heated
liquids, but is generally
available in 1500 or 2000 rpm
speeds only. Special speed
variation controls can be
supplied, \>ut they can be
expensive. This arrangement is
commonly used with very
large pumps in town heat
plants in Europe and
elsewhere.
Most Continental heating
pump manufacturers indicate
minimum static head for
different working
temperatures. If an adequate
vapour pressure is not
maintained at the inlet to the
pump, cavitation occurs with
resultant noise in the heating
circuit and eventual damage
to the pump. In general, there
is sufficient static head in
most installations, but
problems are more likely to
arise in single story buildings
and, more recently, in roof-top
plant rooms. Care should
therefore be taken, at the
design stage, to ensure that
sufficient static head is
available for the pumps and
operating temperature
selected. Pressurisation of
heating circuits also helped to
reduce this problem.
Recent years have seen the
introduction of the "Heat
Pump". The rising cost of oil
and other fuels has forced
industry to concentrate on
higher efficiencies for all
equipment and alternative
methods of producing heat.
Heat pumps are used in a
variety of installations in this

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1985

country, but are far more
widely used in Europe.
Extravagant and inaccurate
claims by some manufacturers
and installers have caused
some disillusion; but properly
understood, selected and .
installed, they can help in the
reduction of fuel bills!
Experiments are now being
carried out by some pump
manufacturers to produce
pumps at up to 6000 rpm.
There are certain design
problems with regard to noise
etc, which will have to be
satisfactorily resolved before
such pumps are put into
production. The advantages
are expected to include more
competitively priced pumps,
eg the shaft and impeller could
be smaller and less costly for
capacities and heads
corresponding to 1450 or
2900 rpm uits.
The introduction of the
metric system promised a
more efficient system of
quantifying capacities and
heads. However, there is now
such a multiplicity of units
used, that it is impossible to
move from one H/Q curve to
another without changing the
terms of reference. It would be
a boon to all concerned, if
pump manufacturers would
agree to a standard set of
reference units. The following
is a list of some of the units in
daily use:
.- IMP. g.p.m.; US. g.p.m.;
m 3/hr/ LPM; LPS; KG/s;
M3;S; DM3/m; LPH; ft3/s;
MGD;
- On head and pressure:
kNm/2; kPa; M; FT· bar;
KP/CM2; KGF/cm 2; LBF/
in 2 ; p.s.i.; atm; torr.
Was this the formula used
for the Tower of Babel?

Euramo Share
Continues to Grow
EURAMO CIRCULATING
pumps continue to be one of
the market leaders in Ireland
and despite the economic
climate, increased its sales of
pump units in 1984.
Euramo pumps have been
sold on quality and service

n
;;
n

and this has been further
strengthened by the opening
of a new branch at 15 Ushers
Island, Dublin 8. Tom White,
Industrial Sales Manager is
based in our Dublin Branch.
From small beginnings in
1976 when Euramo was
virtually unknown in Ireland
up to July 1984 when the total
shareholding was taken up by
Don Lauhoff, the number of
units sold - both domestic
and industrial - has now
reached a total of 30,000 and
is continually growing.
Euro Pumps is totally Insh
owned and is not affected by
the recent merger with Messrs
Wilo and Pompes and will
continue to market the
Euramo range as heretofore.
Tom White is responsible
for industrial sales and he
carries the complete range of
circulators in Dublin which
means in fact that he can
supply you "off-the-sheIr'
with pumps ranging from 6
GPM per minute up to 300
GPM. CoIm Auden continues
to look after domestic sales
whilst Michael Magner,
Director, looks after the Cork
Office.
Details from Euro Pumps
Ltd, Cooleen, Laburnum
Lawn, Cork, (Tel: 021
41388); Telex: 26018.
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Pumps for
Hazardous Liquids
J. T. WADE & Son Ltd, are
represented in Ireland by BSS
(Ireland) Ltd in Dublin and
Pulvertaft Ltd in Cork. In
recent years J T Wade have
undergone a reorganisation
programme and they now
manufacture:
(1) "Wade" end suction
centrifugal pumps in bronze
and stainless steel with duties
ranging from 90 to 6000 litres
per hour.
(2) "SMC" range of
industrial pumps which covers
glandless and glanded in line
pumps, end suction, close
coupled and bolt driven
pumps. Pressure Booster Sets
for cold wear; Pressurisation
IHVN. March 1985
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Sets for heating systems.
(3) In addition to the
"standard application" pumps
listed above, they also handle
the "IWAKI" range of
chemical and dosage pumps
suitable for pumping a wide
range of corrosive and
hazardous liquids. These
pumps are manufactured in a
wide range of construction
materials to suit practically
every industrial need.

Holfeld One Source for
All Your Needs
THE STRENGTH of H R
Holfeld (Hydraulics) Ltd's
position in the pump sector is
based on the fact that they
supply "systems". Not only
can they offer the customer an
infmite variety of individual
product options from the
largest European pump
manufacturers but, and herein
lies the key, they can marry all
of these together to a design
specially tailored to meet
individual requirements. In
short, "one source for all your
pumps."
The following is a
breakdown of the many
important names which make
up the vast majority of their
product range, including of
course those products they
manufacture themselves.
Grundfos: Multi-stage
centrifugal pumps from the

CP and CR range suitable for
water boosting, liquid transfer
in industry, boiler-feed
application, high pressure
wash down pumps and ejector
systems. The CR4 and CR16
pumps are tqe newest
additions to the range. Single
stage inline pumps from the
LM/LP range, heating
circulators from the light
commercial range UPS20-60
and UP42-42, multi-speed
commercial heating
circulators from the UMS and
UPS range and submersible
borehole pumps from the SP
range all supplied with
stainless steel shafts and
impellers have been
successfullly installed
throughout an impressive list
of projects in the 32 counties.
The JP4-45 Jet pump which is
a portable self-priming unit
suitable for DIY, submersible
high pressure booster modules
and the latest in solarpowered deepwell submersible
pumping systems, are recent
additions to the range;
Holpak Packaged Booster
Sets: This long established
range of packaged systems is
continuously expanding to
meet with the many new
options previously not
available to the H&V market
and higher and lower
specifications are offered in an
effort to cater for all
requirements;
Holpak Oil Transfer Sets: A
full range of oil handling
pump sets with optional

• An exmnplejrom the Holpak packaged booster system range which has
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
been greatly expanded.
DOI: 10.21427/D74Q46
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heaters, fIlters and automatic
controls are available. Sizes
range from Duplex sets for
transfer to day tanks, up to
very large industrial units;
Holpak Fire Hosereel Sets:
Designed for installations
complying with British
Standard and meeting the
London Fire Brigade
regulations, to provide a front
line defence against costly
outbreaks of fIre;
Holpak Pressurisation Sets:
A full range of hot and chilled
water pressurisation sets
including filler units and
expansion tanks is now
available;
Emu, TT-Dae, Homa:
These ranges of sewage and
submersible borehole pumps
are available as loose pump
supply or are incorporated in
sewage and drainage
packaged systems, which are
fully automatic and ready for
station installation. Effluent
handling and waste water
pumping is an environmental
necessity, and can be handled
by these pumps.
Varisco: Specialists in
heavy duty contractors and
drainage pumps which can be
supplied with diesel or petrol
engines and are available on
skid or chassis mounted
bases;
Lowew: Supply twin
circulating and inline pumps
for industrial applications.
Piston pumps, DU
specification close coupled
centrifugal pumps and nODself priming centrifugal volute
pumps are available with
flexible couplings and
mounted on common
baseplates. A range of
Wasserkuli submersible cellar
drainage pumps with built on
float switches are available in
different capacities;
Lewa: Supply a wide
variety of metering and
diaphragm pumps which are
extensively used for chemical
dosing and waste treatment
liquids;
Sulzer: Manufacture and
supply pumps for large flows
over long distances with high
head, high lift pumps of stagecasing design for drainage
schemes, waste water
applications in municipal
drainage systems and very
large effluent trasnport
pumps;
Calpeda: Can supply
centrifugal close coupled
pumps from their NM and
NMD series of end suction
construction with radial flow
impellers of the shrouded type

in cast iron or brass, volute
casings in cast iron and radial
discharge nozzles. Bronze and
stainless steel construction are
available also.
H R Holfeld manufactures
and assembles its range of
Holfeld and Holpak systems
incorporating cold water
packaged boost sets, fIre
hosereel sets, twin fuel oil
transfer sets; hot water
pressurisation sets, deepwell
and shallow well systems,
wash down and fluid handling
pump systems, based on its
own system design, which are
marketed under trade names
Holpak, Waterpak, Jetpak
and Holfeld pumps, and are
promoted under the
"Guaranteed Irish banner."
Since Grundfos Pumps
opened a company in Ireland
recently H R Holfeld
(Hydraulics) Ltd act as
principal distributor for their
products as opposed to
agents. However it's hardly
affected the practical
operation of the strong dealersupplier relationship which
Holfeld have built up since
they fIrst imported and
introduced the Grundfos
range to Ireland nearly 20
years ago.
Details from H R Holfeld
(Hydraulics) Ltd, 2-4 Merville
Road, Stillorgan, Co Dublin,
(Tel: 887361); Telex: 24482.

Perfect Control
by Wilo
SINCE ITS launch this time
last year, Wilo's new range of
central heating circulating
pumps has had considerable
success.
Using a new type of 4-speed
motor, Wilo claim the pump
offers greater efftciency and
complete silence. The pump
also has a new design of pump
housing and this, together
with the new motor design,
helps to save electricity and
eliminate water noises when
installed correctly. Called the
RS 25/60R, the unit can be
adapted to individual system
conditions. A manual switch
selects the speed required.
Easy start-up is said to be
helped through the relatively
high torque of the drive motor
which is designed to prevent
shaft seizure and needs no
overload protection. Detail
changes to the carbon!steel
bearing can mean lower
operating noise and even 28
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(tLOWARA

(IRELAND)
LTD.

PUMPS FOR
• Industry, Waterworks, Mechanical Services.
• Stainless steel pumps - suitable for the chemical
and oil industries.
• Fully automatic shallow and deepwell pressure
systems for wells up to 300 ft.
• Submersible borehole pumps - for wells of all
diameters and depths.
• Drainage pumps, sewage pumps, monobloc, end
sUdion, multistage, process and special duties.
• Heating pumps - single or twin units.
• DESMI Marine pumps - self priming centrifugal
bilge pumps, ballast p~mps, fire pumps, cooling
water pumps, wash deck pumps etc.
• Packaged Booster Sets - 'Made to Measure' for
domestic, industrial concems. Technical Advice and
know how. Large varied stocks.
• Full range of brass fi"ings sizes 'h" • 3"

eLOWARA
New CRange All
Stainless Steel Pumps

Unit 59, Broomhill Drive, Tallaght
Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 520266 Telex: 91190 LlDY

One source for
all your pumps

HOLFELD PUMPS
STILLORGAN, DUBLIN.
TEL: (01) 887361
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1985
(Enquiry Code No 13)
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• The new level o/perfect control. .• the 4-speed economy Wdo.

resistance, with heads of up. to
5.8m (i8.8ft), similar flow
rates, operating at speeds
varying from 1,000 to 2,300

rpm and having a maximum
power of 119 watts at full
speed.
.
The pump IS BSI approved

and has been awarded the
Kite mark.
Wilo also have available
control modules for their
entire range of domestic
circulators. The modules will
change the need of the pump
automatically using either a
better wear life. The pumps is
also designed to deal with the
problems of dry-running
caused by any air in the
system.
There are two basic
variants. One can deal with
heads of up to 4m (13ft) with
flow rates of up to 1.0 litre/sec
(13.5 gpm), operating at speed
varying from 1,300 to 2,000
rpm and having a maximum
power consumption of 79
watts at full speed.
The second is designed for
systems having a higher
time clock or a thermostat as
the sensor. There is also a time
module available for switching
the pump on and off at pre
determined intervals
depending on the users
requirements. All these units
can be used on pumps (RS
25/60R) which are already
installed.
Wilo have also redesigned
their entire range of
commercial circulators and

when used in conjunction with
the Wilo SK range control
equipment are capable of
achieving automatic speed
control to match the systems
requirements. Using either
flow temperature, temperature
differential or pressure
differential these control boxes
allow the system designer
flexibility in designing systems
where the duty/load will be
changing frequently. This is
especially true of systems
using either mixing valves or
thermostatic valves.
For full details about all
Wilo products contact Wilo
Engineering Co, Raheen
Industrial Estate, Limerick,
(Tel: 061 27566); Telex:
28202 El.

Home Heating
Market Has
to Grow
Ireland's home heating
industry has to grow - that's
the view of Dermot Murphy,
Manager of Grundfos Pumps
(Ireland) Ltd. The real
question, he says, is by how
much wet central heating will
grow and how big a slice of
the cake it can carve for itself.

Industrial
Heating and
Pipeline Supplies

BSS (IRELAND) LTD.
White Heather Industrial Estate, 301 South Circular Road,
Dublin 8 Telephone 01-541966 Telex 25317
PULVERTAFT LTD.
Bachelors Quay, Cork Telephone 021-21977 Telex 75506
Representatives in Ireland for:

THE PUMPING

W

~~;

RLD

OFWADESMC
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He feels that society can no
longer, or will no longer allow
people to live in badly h~ated
homes. Therefore there is an
?Pportunity for the heating
mdustry to ensure that it is in
the vanguard of winning more
s~stem sales. "The days of the
oil heater and the one bar
electric ftre are nearly gone"
Mr Murphy says, "but the;e
are still a lot of homes which
hav~ them. The upgrading of
heatmg systems in existing
homes is one major area
Where the wet system can
entrench itself.
"The industry must work
tow~rds providing highly
effiCient and fully controllable
central heating systems" he
' a
says.."The cost of heating
home IS one of the biggest bills
a householder has to face and
~e means of controlling that
9 0 st must be offered as part of
a heating package to the
consumer."
It comes down to
competitivenes, not just in the
overall running cost of the
system, but also the cost of
installation and service "for this, we have to provide
the most up-to-date and
meaningful product
developments yet so that the

wet system can capture more
a much higher level of control,
of the new and repacement
but even more importantly,
installations available."
the sizing of the system in the
Besides the development of
ftrst place.must be very
new products and systems,
accurate. "Nothing will turn a
Mr Murphy ftrmly believes
householder off faster than to
that the industry can do far
learn that his relatively new
more to provide
wet system is too powerful,
and thus too costly for his
modernisation of existing wet
systems (an indentifted growth needs."
area).
Marketing is an important
The updating of existing
element too. "Too many
heating systems has to include. _.!!1anufacturers have a good

• The UPS 15 Selectricdomestic centralheating circukltorpump, available
from Grun4fos Pumps (Irel4nd) Ltd.

product but don't market it
properly. You have to draw
up a complete marketing
package that provides exactly
what the householder needs in
a simple format that is easily
understood. There's no point
in trying to blind them with
science that can scare them
off."
This package, he
emphasises, should offer the
consumer a full list of optional
extras so that the potential
customer has a well-defmed
choice of how much he can
spend on a system, in relation
to the level of sophistication
required.
Advances in system design,
installation and service will
have to be matched by
advances in the training of
system designers, installers
and, in the long run, sales
staff. It is essential that
everyone involved in the
provision of wet systems fully
understand them 'for how else
can one hope to make the
customer understand and buy
its advantages'.
From the average domestic
heating installation to modern
factory and office needs that's the span of applications
which Grundfos Pumps

~
CELBRIDGE LTD.

EURO

PUMPS
Industrial & Domestic
Circulating Pumps

Suppliers of pumps and
circulators to the heating
trade and industrial users.
Distributors for

SPP, ABS and
Warren-Rupp Pumps

AGENTS FOR

EURAAfO

i.aburnum Lawn, Cork
Tel: 021-41388 Telex: 26018
also
15 Ushers Island,
Dublin 8
Tel: 770900
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1985
(Enquiry Code No 15)

PWS Celbridge Ltd.,
Maynooth Road, Celbridge,
Co. Kildare
Phone: 01-288061
Telex: 25436
(Enquiry Code No 16)
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(Ireland) can satisfy. The 30
model range can provide flows
from 6 to 180 m3/hr and
heads from 3 to 60 metres.
The compact, back pull-out
design aids installation and
serviceability.
Complementing the endsuction range is the LM/LP
single-stage in-line range
which is designed to the same
standard of hydraulic
performance. As with the
NM!NPs, the LM/LPs utilise
a stainless steel impeller to
provide high efficiency, low
NPSH values and corrosionresistance for long-term
maintenance of performance.
For the flexible, modem low
energy system, Grundfos'
Multi-Speed industrial heating
circulators provide variable
flow rates which can be
controled manually or
automatically. Available in
space-saving single or twin
head versions, the multi-speed
range caters for flows up to
20 l/sec and pressures up to
105 kN/m2, with maximum
sytsem pressure of six bars.
Light commercial heating

applications can be fulfilled
with Grundfos' UP40, 26 and
42 circulator pump models
which provide up to 2.5 l/sec
flow for friction losses up to
60kN/m2.
For the domestic central
heating installation, Grundfos
has further developed its
highly-successful Selectric
domestic circulator pump. The
improved version - the
Selectric Mark 2 - offers a
total of six pump speeds
which enable it to be matched
closely to system
requirements. Top and bottom
end performance has been
extended to cater for low
water content boilers and solid
fuel back boilers. The Mark 2's
compact design aids
installation while use of
stainless steel for impeller and
pump shaft ensure highly
efficient operation for virtually
all domestic systems up to
120,000 BTU/hr.
Details from Grundfos
Pbmps (Ireland) Ltd, Unit 34,
Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co Dublin, (Tel:
954926).

LOWARA IRELAND OFFER
UNLIMITED RELIABILITY
close coupled pumps resulting
LOWARA IRELAND Ltd.,
from the DIN 24255 and UN!
Unit 59 Broomhill Drive,
7467 standards. Wide range
Tallaght Industrial Estate,
of application on a number of
Dublin 24 are pleased to
various fields. Treated cast
announce the launch of some
iron pump body, stainless steel
new pumping units within
impellor and shaft. Capacity
their product range. With an
up to 130m3hr. Heads up to
emphasis on stainless steel
90m. Max temps 120°C.
production and construction
Power from 1.5 HP to 30 HP;
to high technological
CV-SEries: Vertical
standard, the company are in
multistage
pumps and motors.
a position to offer very
Generally used for boiler
reliable and efficient pump
feeding, pressure boosting,
sets to local authorities,
mains boosting and fuehose
consulting engineers,
reel sets. A feature of the
mechanical services and those
range is that it can handle
in industry.
liquids
to a max. temperature
C-Range: A range of
of 110°C. Capacities up to
centrifugal stainless stell
13m 3hr. Heads up to 220m;
pumps for domestic,
DL Series: Submersible
agricultural and pressurisation
sewage
pumps with single
applications. Furthermore
channel impellor for liquids
with some manufacturing
with suspended solid particles
variations to the standard
having max. dimensions of 60
unit, the pumping of
x
70mm. Capacity up to
alimentary liquids, hot water
120m3hr. Heads up to 14m.
or aggressive fluids is also
possible. Pump body, motor
Details from Lowara (Irecase, impellors and diffusers in land) Ltd, Unit 59 Broomhill
stainless steel. Capacity up to
Drive, Tallaght Industrial
210 LT/Min. Heads up to
Estate, Tallaght, Co Dublin
60M;
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
(Tel: 520266) Telex 91190
Centrifugal
LIDY.
DOI:CN-Range:
10.21427/D74Q46
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Competitive Prices from CHS

----,

THE MAIN features of the
new Holrnark AX20 domestic
circulating pump introduced
by CHS Ireland are:
Three speeds, enabling its
use in all domestic applications'
I8-month guarantee from '
date of manufacture. An
expression of confidence on
the part of the manufacturer
- lulien et Mege of France
- whose products CHS have
been distributed in Ireland for
many years and which have
proven reliability;
Compact design with
130mm face to face
dimensions which in its
standard form or with the
Teleki TL25 enables its use as

a replacement for any other
domestic circulator;
Isolating valves: Homark
AX20 circulating pumps can
be supplied with 1" female
BSP or %" compression pump
isolating valves;
Bronze model available for
use in domestic hot water
services;
Extremely competitive
prices: In line with CHS
policy the HoImark AX 20 is
available from builders
providers throughout Ireland
at extremely competitive prices.
Details from CHS Ireland
Ltd, Stillorgan Industrial
Park, Stillorgan, Co Dublin,
(Tel: 952326).

SPP - aStream
of Pumpsets

eliminate the need for a
baseplate, special coupling
and guard. In addition,
Instream is mounted solely by
its suction and delivery
flanges, with further support
under the pump casing if
required, resulting in a
particularly simple and
compact installation.
Components for these pumps
are interchangeable with
U.nistream and also give the
installer and end user the
benefits of standardisation.
A further alternative is the
belt-driven pump set arranged
to enable the variation of
performance without the need
to remove the pump from the
system. All that is require is
the alteration of pulleys, belts
and ,if necessary, the motor.
These pumps operate up to
a maximum temperature of .
140°C and down to -1- o C.
They all have the added
advantage of a back-pull-out
facility which enables
servicing without disturbing
the suction and delivery pipe
work. Details from PWS
Ltd, Industrial Estate,
Celbridge, (Tel: 288061).
32

SIGMUND Pulsometer
Pumps Ltd manufacture and
supply a wide range of pumps
and pumpsets for the heating
and ventilating market.
SPP's Unistream pumps are
constructed to conform with
the DIN 24255 standard for
dimensions. This results in
considerable benefits to the
end user including both time
and cost savings and a
reduction in spares
requirements due to the
interchangeability of the pump
range.
For example, the range of
30 different size Unistream
pumps is covered by just three
shaft modules and all pumps
common to one of these shaft
modules have identical
bearing, shaft sleeves, seals
and impeller fastenings.
SPP have also designed a
number of pump ranges based
upon the successful Unistream
units. Eurostream and
Instream are standardised
close-coupled pumps which

et al.: Irish H & V News

WE'RE WAYOUT
FRONT IN UALITY
ANDSER ICE
GRUNDFOS QUALITY
Our reputation for reliability
and product excellence is
known world-wide, in many
diverse markets. Based on the
use of materials like corrosion
resistant stainless steel, hard
wearing ceramics and tungsten
carbide for critical pump
components, it is easy to see
why Grundfos lead the field.

GRUNDFOS
CUSTOMER SERVICE
With our wide product
range and nationwide distribution network we can
provide off the shelf availability
as well as first class technical
and sales support.
To complement this team
work, our computer aided
pump selection service quickly
provides full technical
specification, performance
data and quotations for specific
pump applications. Add to this
an after sales back-up that is
second to none and it is no
wonder why Grundfos are
way out front in quality and
service.

GRUNDFOS~1J1
Way outfront in quality and service

~

Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin
Telephone: 01 954 926. Tel~x: 90544.
(Enquiry Code No 17)
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I BY PAr LEHANE
Take a bow Michael
Egan. Having steered
Arrnitage Shanks
back from the brink
of disaster over the
last two years, the
company justifiably
took advantage of the
recent installation of
a new high-tech kiln
to celebrate their success. Minister for the
Environment, Liam
Kavanagh, was principal guest at the
"open day" which
included a factory
visit before all guests
sat down to a beautiful meal in the Vale
View Hotel, Avoca.
While Michael had
a very serious
message to impart to
visiting consultants,
press and other suppliers, he did so in a
very appropriate,
low-key manner.
Everyone present got
the point but still
managed to have a
most enjoyable day's
outing. The lighter
touches were very
subtle and are best
illustrated by the reproduction here of the

=

speciallycommissioned
luncheon menu. As is
instantly recognisable
from the style, it's a
Terry Williers classic.
Congratulations
again Michael, not so
much for the success
of the open day last
month, but more for
the manner in which
the fortunes of
Armitage Shanks
have been turned
around.

=

And what of Frank
Cruess-Callaghan's
coup in getting Selina
Scott to launch the
new Stanley Super
Star at a luncheon in
the Shelbourne last
month. Indeed, the
event resulted in
extended press
coverage with the
suggestion in at least
one National paper
that Ms Scott had
infringed her contract
with the BBC.

• Photographed at the lunch to launch the new solidfuel. cast-iron cooker. the Stanley
Super Starfrom waterford Foundry Ltd were Michael Garry and Brendan Flinterfrom
National Hardwarephotographed with Selina Scott. staro/BBC'sBreakfast Television.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss3/1
who was a guest at the lunch.
DOI: 10.21427/D74Q46
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Of course this was
a storm in a teacup
and totally untrue.
Nonetheless, it got
Waterford Foundry
additional press
publicity. I unfortunately missed the
launch but I gather
Ms Scott did both
herself and Frank
Cruess-Callaghan
proud on this, her
fIrst visit to Ireland.

*

Now, while I'm not
one to knock the
"competition" (such
that it is!) directly,
preferring instead for
the contents of Irish
H & V News to do its
own talking, I feel I
must comment on a
piece which appeared
in an English electrical magazine referring to Energy Saver
- "Ireland's journal
of industrial
effIciency."
I'll not quote the
entire article but
rather the less cutting
remarks. Much as I'd
like to try and defend
"our own" so to
speak, I have to concede that it's instances of this nature

which leave us so
open to ridicule.
Still, judge for
yourselves. Once
you've read the piece
I'm sure you'll easily
recall the issue in
question.
"This saves
energy? - Hurry
and get this month
Energy Saver, which
is probably published
in Ireland, although
there isn't anything to
tell you where it is
printed and who
publishes it exactly,
but anyway, if you
fmd a copy you're in
for a real bargain. It
contains 56 almostblank pages that you
can fill in on your
own! The publisher
has generously
devoted all that paper
to a diary with plenty
of space to fill in your
appointments and
other Games of Life,
right through from
January I, 1985 to
January 4, 1986!
"That's what I call
genuine commitment.
Think of all the
energy that this venture saved. How
many journalists
didn't have to sit up
at night thinking of
new ways of saving
energy, and wasting it
in the process?
"Mind you, the
cost of sending an
extra 56 extra pages
through the post, let
alone having to buy
the paper in the fIrst
case, must have
caused a bit of energy
expenditure, but the
sprrit was willing,
even if the flesh was
flabby."
There's more, but I
think I've made my
point.
34

et al.: Irish H & V News

IRELAND'S BUILDING
AND MECHANICAL
SERVICES SHOW

As we progress through the decade the Building Services Industry faces
challenging times. But all is not doom and gloom as the arrival of an independent
fuel suppiy - natural gas - and the changeover by industry to coal has created
projects that would never have otherwise begun. Energy conservation continues to
be of major importance to the industry and is an area of growth both for installation
and technological development. Never before has there been such a need for
energy conscious controls and industry in general is looking to the Building
Services Industry to fill that need.
Against this background IhVex '85, Ireland's only major national Building Services
specialist exhibition, will be the opportunity for the industry to show that it is
prepared to meet the challenges ahead. The success of IhVex '83 is proof enough
that when it comes to getting the message across to the greatest number of
Engineers, Specifiers, Contractors, Energy Managers and the like, the IhVex formula
is the successful one.
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Position
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Company
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Telephone
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Contact: foe Warren
Irish Trade & Technical Exhibitions (I"EX) Ltd. 5/7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

- - -.-VENUE
Royal Oublin Society, Industries Hall
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DATES

TIMES

Tues 16, Wed 17 & Thurs 18 April 1985

12 noon - 8 pm daily 35
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